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one-third of BSU students never pass
the university's Minimal Competency
Exam-.a graduation requirement. But
the test is history. Find out why.
In the Nov. 8 issue of The Arbiter, we ran a story about date rape on college campuses in the news
section. Along with the story we ran two photographs of individuals. " • . . .
These photographs originally ran last spring with a story unrelated to the .subject of rape. After the
issue was distributed, we realized readers might have made a connection between the article and the
couple in the photographs. '
Both individuals who posed for the photographs are models and arc in no way personally connected
to the article. We apologize for any misunderstandings this might have caused. '•4
...•..................•.........................................
Thoughts on nudity, art and Anne Fox
White Man's Burden
opens nationwide Dec.
1. See page ?? to find
out why it's so
hot. 1 1
•...............•.....•............
Sophomore forward
JD Huleen holds
many thoughts on
this year's basketball
season. 1~
....••...•.••................•.....
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1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
Phone (208) 345-8204 Fax (208) 385-3198
E-mail arbiter@daven.idbsu.edu
The Arbiter is the official sludent ne~paper of Boise Slate Univer~ty. Its mission is to
provide a forum for the discussionof issues impacting the campus and Ihe community.
The Arbiter's budget consistsof fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. It is
dislributed 10 the campus and community on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free, additional copies are S1 each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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THE WEATHER
... three-hoOpedpot shall have ten hoops; and Iwill make it felony to
drink small beer. WilliamShakespeare in KingHenryVI,Part II
by Rhett Tanner
CoverS tory Editor
Throughout time, art has
always been a topic of great
controversy. Movies receive a
large share of criticism by
close-minded individuals with
un-flinching mindsets, as to
what constitutes redeeming
qualities.
On Nov. 19, The tdaho
Statesman reported that Idaho
Schools Superintendent. Anne
Fox objected to a $34~000
state research grant used to
help finance the recently
released locally produced film,
Not This Part of the World.
Because the film is the first
full-length feature film to be
produced in Idaho in over 70
.years and features an all Idaho
crew, the film is a landmark in
Idaho history.
The article stated that Fox
said the film showed nudity
and she questioned the use of
money for projects that aren't
"socially redeeming."
The only nudity in the film
is a quick shot of a black and
white photograph of a nude
woman. The shot of the photo-
graph is part of a montage of
images that appear on the
screen during a scene where a
young woman (fully clothed)
is giving a poetry reading. The
meaning and significance of
the nude photo is for the audi-
ence to decide.
Phil Atlakson, the film's
writer, director and producer is
an associ ale professor of the-
ater arts at BSU. He said that
the shot of the photograph in
question is very fast and that
filmgoers have told him they
don't even know what nudity
Fox is referring to. .
"Anne Fox hasn't seen the
film. She doesn't realize that
it's such a small dinky part,
that anybody who watches the
film ... they can't even
remember what the nudity
was," said Atlakson.
Nakedness is part of life.
After all, humans don't enter
this world wearing 501s.
Therefore, it's only natural
that artists-people who
attempt to capture life and
reality in their works, whether
it be music or film or photog-
raphy or painting or theatre-
would address the issue of
nudity.
Bare skin in art isn't any-
thing new; artists have been
drawing naked people since
time immemorial.
Atlakson said, "Are we
going to put pants on
Michelangelo's David? Are
,we going to tear down altar
pieces and religious paintings
that have nudity in them,
because there's nudity? In
thousands of years we've rec-
ognized that these are in fact
great contributions to our cul-
ture. If you take a hard line at
nudity as constructive to soci-
ety she's [Fox] not talking
about eliminating just this
film, she's talking about elimi-
nating much of our past, much
of our sacred and holy past."
"If there's any purpose in a
film," said Atlakson, "I think
it's to create this experience
where we are reminded of
what it means to be in society,
whatjt means to be human. So
if you-begin with these A-pri-
ority standards about what will
be acceptable you eliminate
that possibility. The fact that
Anne Fox is challenged means
that art is probably doing
something to make her think
about something, its making
her feel. something."
Art is subjective: not all art
is for everyone. However, if
Fox had the kind of control
over state research grants that'
she appears to be asking for,
she would have the power to
define which art is right for
everyone. She would also have
the Power to stop any projects
that aren't narrowly defined by
her taste. No nudity. No vio-
lence. No four-Ieller words.
Would she also like to require
"a happy ending in every
plot?"
Atlakson's response to this
fictional scenario was that if
that happens, we as a state-as
a society-will go nowhere.
Creativity will be halted. The
educational process will be
limited to what is known and
will not include what might be
discovered.
"It's ironic that we're talk-
ing, that she characterizes her-
self as an educator, and she
doesn't-seem to get the basic
point: that education is meant
to be a challenge, and it's
meant to get you to think
about things you hadn't
thought about. And that's what
the investment is," said
Atlakson.
Perhaps the reason Fox is
so disturbed is because .the
nudity in Not This Part of the
World is of a woman. Because
western civilization has been
dominated by men and most
men find women sexually
allractive, the nudity-in-art
family has a far larger number
of women in its ranks than
men. Artists also seem to be
especially leery of represent-
ing the male sex organs in
their works.
However, there is a recent
addition to the nudity-in-art
family which bucks this trend.
The piece is a very large
sketch of a nude man's mid-
section-complete with his
penis-currently on display in
Gallery 1 of BSU's Liberal
Arts Building. The piece is
part of the Senior Show, pro-
duced by BSU art students.
Although this work of art
was not fu nded by a state
research grant, it is on display
(hung, if you will) in a state
building. Has Fox seen this
piece? What does she think?
Its "socially redeemingquali-
ties" might be eause for
thought in her mind.
~---~-------~-~-~----NEws3
CDA program is a ·solution .
for better child care in Boise
Most W~rki?g parents in the Boise Valley might say that
one ~f the~r biggest, most. frustrating concerns is finding
qual,~ty .chlld care: Boise .State University's Division.of
Co?tmumg &fucalron offers a sdlution to the problem: the
Child Development Associate program. The program trains
studen~s to become professional child-care workers.
Nationally recognized, the CDA seminars satisf th .d . I . ,yee ucallO~a requirements established by the Council for
Early Childhood Professional Recognition in Washington,
D.C. The program is open to preschool, infant-toddler and
family child-care providers, and a bilingual specialization is
available.
Classes begin Jan. S. Nine of the 12 credits will he
offered in the spring, with the remaining three offered dur-
ing the fall 1996 semester.
Courses include Planning a Safe, Healthy Learning
Environment; Positive Ways .10 Support a Child's
So~ial/Emotional 'Development; Strategies to Manage an
Effective Program; and Steps to Advance a Child's Physical
and Intellectual Competence.
Cost for part-time students is $120 per credit. Full-time
students pay $982 full-time university fees plus $35 per
credit administrative fcc.
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BSU Foundation Phonathon
'95 "raises$176,00'0
The Boise State University Foundation's annual pho-
nathon raised $176,000 in October, the foundation
announced this week.
The $176,000 raised exceeded the foundation's goal by
$11 ,000 and is 17 percent more than the amount raised in
1994.
Seventy BSU students contacted alumni and friends
throughout October, asking for pledges in support of acade-
mic scholarships for the university. During the fund-raising
campaign, 3,488 alumni and friends pledged donations, an
increase of 163 donors over the previous year.
Since 1987, when the BSU Foundation began its annual
telephone solicitation, close to $1 million has been pledged
to Boise State academic programs.
University offers history
class on World Wide Web
In an attempt to move history into the future, Boise State
University will offer a section of History of Western
Civilization on the Internet this spring.
Except for the medium, the course is a traditional survey
of European history from ancient Greece through the
Protestant Reformation. Students will have a required text-
book but no classroom. Materials will be available on the
World Wide Web and class discussion will be via e-mail.
The three-credit course begins Jan. 16. The instructor is
Skip Knox, an adjunct professor in the History Department.
Students will need a computer, accessto the Internet, a
Web browser (Netscape and Mosaic arc recommended) and
an e-mail program. Computers arc accessible in student labs
on campus; e-mail accounts may be obtained from the Data
Center in Room 116 of the Business Building.
Interested students may take a closer look by pointing
their browser to hllp://www.idbsu.edu/courses/hy10J.
Students can also go to the BSU home page, choose
Academic Programs and Departments, select Webbed
courses at BSU and scroll down until they find HYIOI.
Cost for full-time students is $25, which covers the
course fee. Cost for part-time students is $280, which
includes three credits and the $25 fee.
For additional information about the course, Knox is
available via e-mail at sknox@varney.idbsu.edu or by
phone at 385-1315. To register, call Brian Nelson at the
Division of Continuing Education at 385-4216.
Boise State offers four
spring classes in Twin Falls
Students may begin registering this week for Boise State
University business classes offered this spring in the Magic
Valley. Classes meet from &-9p.m. weekdays at the College
of Southern Idaho. Spring semester begins Jan. 16.
BSU's Magic Valley program is operated by the
Division of D.Jntinuing Education in conjunction with the
College of Business and Economics. .
Spring semester courses arc: Intermediate Accountin~ I,
Microeconomics, Introduction to Management Information
Systems, and Principles of Finance.
Eighty-nine students attended the first classes offered by
BSU in Twin Falls this fall semester. Qualified students
who have successfully completed two years of college can
earn BSU bachelors' degrees in management and account I
ing without leaving the Magic Valley.
III addition to the business Classes at CSI, Magic Valley
students can also earn "college credit through BSU courses
offered via modem and the Internet. This spring, BSl:J pro-
fessor John Bigelow will teach Introduction to Management
(MG 301) on the World Wide Web.
Fees are $85 per 'credit for part-time undergraduate stu-
dents. Full-time resident undergraduate students pay $827.
For registration, program or advising information, call
Magic Valley coordinator Shari Stroud in Twin Falls at 736-
2161 or stop by the BSU Magic Valley office, located in the
Taylor Building at CSI.
Professor develops Web site
on economic indicators
Dwayne Barney, Marketing and Finance Department
chairman, hasdeveloped Econo-Scarch, a new World Wide
Web site of national and regional economic indicators,
The site is a valuable resource for students, businesses,
journalists and others looking for current economic data.
Econo-Search features national statistics on employment,
gross domestic product, foreign trade, inflation and the
money supply as well as unemployment rates, population
figures and other data for Idaho, Alaska, Montana, Oregon
and Washington.
The site is linked to several other sources, including the
AMEX Market Value Index, Standard and Poor's 500, and
the history of the Dow Jones Industrial Average.
To find the site, start with Yahoo on the Internet. Then go
to business and economics, economics, economic indicators
and Econo-Scarch. Or search for
hltp:l!pagcs.prodigy.com/ID/nxuh 16a/ecconosearch.html to
find the site.
Volunteers needed to help
battered women
Students at Boise State University social work class arc
seeking volunteers for a pilot program that will offer emo-"
tional support for haltered women. The program. "Sisters,"
is sponsored by the BSU Women's Center and the YWCA.
"Sisters" will hring together community rncrnbcrs "who
strive to create opportunities for women's growth, leader-
ship and power," says BSU student Cheryl Epperson.
Volunteers who can commit from three to four months to
the program are needed to offer support to women "in their
transition to community life and independent living."
To volunteer, call Epperson at 385-4259.
Alumni can get discounted
basketball tickets
The basketball season tips off soon and the Boise State
University Athletic Department is offering BSU alumni the
opportunity to see carly season men's and women's basket-
ball games at a great price. Discounted tickets are available
to alumni with current Alumni Association cards.
For the Dec. 9 men's game against Nevada, alumni can
purchase tickets for $3 caeh. The game begins at 7:35 p.m.
General admission seating is $1 for alumni at the Dec. 16
women's game against OrcgonState. TIpoff is at 7 p.m.
Discount tickets can be purchased.through 5:30 p.m. on
game days at the Pavilion Box Office No.2
BSUguirtJfpfo(Ossor Georg~Jhomas~n,' 'righiR~ii~~tjl"W
form or rheBasque CenrerNov.29.at a· roast in honor of".·
his friend and bond member Pat Bieter, leh, who i.sa:
refiring BSUprofessor. Former Idaho Gov. CecilAndrus,
Education Dean Roberr Barr and orhers will speak to help
celebrare Bierer's 35-year career. Proceeds from rhe eel·
ebration will benefit the Par Bieler FellowshipProgram,
whichwillnssisto BSUsrudenf pursuing a doctorare in
educalion.
BSUstaff member receives
national grant
Sally Norton, a member of the University Alumni
Relations staff, received a Career Development Grant from
the American Association '01' University Women Education
Foundation recently. One of 75 women chosen from around
the country to receive this grant, Norton will usc the funds
to pursue her master's of public administration degree at
Boise State University:
The AAUW Education Foundation has helped more than
6,000 women reach their personal and professional goals
through a variety of fellowships and grants, including
American Fellowships, Selected Professions Fellowships,
International Fellowships, Eleanor Roosevelt Teacher
Fellowships, Career Development Grants and Community
Action Grants.
Last year, the AAUW Education Foundation awarded
more than $2.5 million in fellowships and grants to 269
women. For further information on eligibility and applica-
tion dates, contact Bonnie Canning at 362-5738.
The Boise AAUW Branch has a local membership of 90
and meets monthly to promote equity for all women and
girls, lifelong education, and positive societal changes.
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BSU Faculty Senate ousts MCE
ways of assessing students
developed since then. The
English Department is now
looking at ways of evaluating
students in their classes rather
than [with] an out-of-class
test," Cooper said".
One of these methods is the
so-called portfolio program in
which a student submits writing
from a course, which is evaluat-
ed by two faculty members.
Students from classes that use
the portfolio program do not
have to take the MCE.
The portfolio program has
been in place for the last four
semesters, and while it isn't
Josh Casten
Staff Writer
A resolution that eliminates
the Minimal Competency Exam
from graduation requirements
was passed by the Faculty
Senate at its Oct. 24 meeting.
Also known as the MCE,
the test has' been a daunting feat
for many students at,BSU.
Writing Program Director
Allene Cooper said 60 percent
of students fail the test the, first
time and one-third never pass it
at all. Those who complete
English 101 and English 102,
dropping the MCE from gradu-
ation requirements. Cooper
strongly disagreed, saying that
standards will actually be
raised.
"This test stresses the
absolute minimum competency
of a student. Any programs we
. replace it with will certainly be
more complete. We want a test
that will show what the student
leaves BSU with, rather than
what they come here with."
Meanwhile, the fate of
those students on "the list" is
still up in the air. Sahni said
there will be "some kind of
amnesty" for those students.
planned as a definite replace-
ment for the MCE; it is the kind
of program Cooper and the
Writing Committee are looking
to.
"We want to focus on the
overall program rather than the
individual students. One way of
doing this isdeveloping a regu-
lar curriculum for the E-101
and 102 classes. Instructors
would still have the leeway to
choose the particulars, but we
would want certain aspects
stressed," Cooper said.
There has been some
debate that academic standards
at BSU would be lowered by
AMAS offers students fitness, adventure
""?". .~
but have not passed the MCE,
have their names placed on a
list.
The motion' to abolish the
test came from the English
Department and was initiated
by the Writing Committee,
which Cooper heads. English
Department Chair Chaman
Sahni said the proposal must
now be considered by the Idaho
State Board of Education. He
expects a response within a
month.
. The MCE has been a staple
at BSU since 1981. Its age, said
Cooper, is its main flaw.
"There have been new
byMichele Trowell
Stoff Writer'
Rappelling,quad rugby, sea kayaking and cav-
ing-in a wheelchair? The Alternate Mobility
Adventure Seekers located on campus proves these
activities are indeed possible for people who have
disabilities.
Students with disabilities have a number of
resources available at BSU to help them fulfill their
academic and physical goals. AM AS offers recre-
ation, wilderness excursion, fitness, sports and social
activities to persons with disabilities in southwest
Idaho. While it is' part of the Department of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation at BSU, partici-
pants need not be students to become involved in
AMAS. Members have rafted down the Salmon,
Snake and Payette Rivers, jet boated through Hells
Canyon, and scuba dived.
AM AS President Randy Corbett was injured five
years ago in a motorcycle accident. He is a T-9 para-
plegic, meaning he is paralyzed from the belly button
down. Corbett is somewhat limited due to lack of
balance. After the accident he felt like he couldn't do
anything and his self-esteem began to suffer. Two
years ago he joined AMAS. He says AM AS drew
him out and helped him become more comfortable
with his injury.
The first time Corbett went rafting, people carried
him. It was difficult for him to rely on others, but
AMAS helped him overcome that. If he did not have
the opportunity to attempt challenges it would be too
easy to hide. He said he is very self-confident now
and amazes himself with his accomplishments.
Corbett recalls his first experience kayaking the
South Fork. A woman who is deaf undertook the
challenge with him. Corbett had the lead seat and
was responsible for maneuvering the inflatable
kayak. Corbett could not really communicate with his
deaf partner, and was forced to rely on himself and
trust he would make the best decisions. At first it was
very hard for him but he succeeded, and felt great.
AMAS activities make members feel less disabled
due to the athletics and activities they are able to
accomplish. AM AS proves the old adage that the
only limits are those we place on ourselves. Disabled
individuals may do anything they desire-they only
need special equipment adapted to what they want to
do. Any activity can be performed with the right
equ ipment.
As president, Corbett has several goals. They
include getting more people involved with AMAS, as
well as getting AMAS more involved with clubs and
AMAS, a 'student organizatiOn Ot' BSO offers fitness and recreatiOn to people wilhdisolH1i1ies.
fairs.
AMAS member Earl White would like to see new
sports offered, such as hockey, off-road wheelchair
and skydiving. White says if AMAS members are not
out there showing themselves, other disabled individ-
uals won't know AMAS exists. White would also
like to see more disabled BSU students get involved.
The general public can join AMAS. They are
always looking for volunteers to help out. It can be
hard work, but well worth the effort. Currently their
biggest need is transportation. During the summer .
they could always use more boats for water skiing.
AM AS is also a great resource/referral center for
disabled who are looking for information on any
interests they might have.
For more information contact AMAS at 385-3030.
There are no membership fees to join the club.
AMAS meets from 7-8 p.m. on the second
Wednesday of each month on the second floor of the
SUB.
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State .Board of Education. recommendsathletlc policy
byMary Doherty of Education at the time the ex~eptio~ is' , giate student athletes to give written con- responsibility pf reporting any criminal
StoffWiiier granted. . sent to drug testing as a condition of the charges to their head coach. The coach will
Student athlete conduct has become a 3. A student athlete convicted of a privilege of participating in intercollegiate then take this information to the athletic
hot issue this fall, having been examined felony after enrollment, including a pleaof athletics. director and institutional president, who
nolo contendere on a felony charge, would 5, Institutions will require their athletic will inform the SBE's executive director Inby Idaho universities, the media and the
State Board of Education. After several be removed from the team and would not .coachcs to conduct an annual team meet- writing of the' charges. This will all occur
arrests ot athletes for Idaho universities, be allowed to participate again in intercol- Ing with their respective teams at the no later than 10 working days after the
the SBE decided recently 'that all public legiate athletics at any Idaho public college· beginning of each season. The coaches' 'conviction. . .
or university. Further, an institution may will verbally review the team-rules with' Boise State has already adopted newcolleges and universities have a written
policy governing the conduct of student cancel any athletic financial aid received team members at the meeting. Attendance policies for student athlete conduct. These
athletes. by a student who is convicted of a felony at this meeting will be mandatory. Each' policies will now be refined to meet the
The board recommended that each poli- while the student is receiving athletic team member will receive a written copy guidelines recommended by the SBE,
cy include a minimum of the following financial aid subject to NCAA regulations of the learn rules and sign a statement. according to BSU President Charles
and the institution's applicable student acknowledging receipt of the rules and Ruch's Nov. 22 "Spcak ing of therequirements:
1. A disclosure statement completed judicial procedure. attendance at the meeting where the rules University" letter.
4. Subject to applicable law, all institu- were reviewed. The SBE policy will be reviewed by theand signed by the student athlete before
tions will implement a drug education and Under the State Board of Education board one year from the time it goes intoparticipating in intercollegiate athletics.
The disclosure statement would include a testing program and require all intercolle-' proposal, student athletes will have the effect.
description of all prior crirninal convic-
tions, all prior juvenile dispositions where-
in the student was found to have commit-
ted an act that would constitute a misde-
meanor or felony if committed by an adult,
and all pending criminal charges, including
juvenile proceedings alleging any act
which would constitute a misdemeanor or
felony if committed by an adult.
This statement will be kept in the office
of the athletic director. Failure to accurate-
ly disclose all incidents may result in
immediate suspension from the team.
2. Institutions cannot knowingly recruit
any person as a player for an intercolle-
giate athletic team who has been convicted
of a felony or, in the case of a juvenile,
who has been found to have committed an
act which would constitute a felony if
committed by an adult. Exemptions to this
restriction may be granted only by the
president of the college or university upon
recommendation of the athletic director
and faculty athletics representative. Such
decisions would be reported in writing to
the Executive Director of the State Board
~
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~The Slale Board of Education reco~mend~~ a student athlete conduct policyat its Nov. 16 meeting, conducted at the KAID studios in Boise.
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Plan fortra~sfer of engineering p'rograms'gains SBE,approval
~ .
by Mary Doherty
Stott Writer '.
..
A plan ro transfer authority from
\ ·University.of Idaho to Boise State to
run engineering programs on the BSU
campus was presented by a steering'
'committee at the State Board of
Education's Nov. 16 meeting.
The State Board passed the motion
to give BSU its own engineering pro-
gram at its Oct. 19 meeting, and then
referred the matter to the steering
committee-made up ofBSU
President Charles Ruch, U of I inter-
im-President Tom Bell and the SBE
Executive Director Rayburn Barton-
. to negotiate the details. The commit-
tee was given 45 days to report back
to the SBE with a plan for the new
program. The effective date of the
program transfer will be July I, 1996.
The plan is designed to not effect any
other programs at either of the u ni-
versifies.
The implement'ation plan includes
three provisions regarding graduation
requirements for thestudents in the
. new program.
The first provision states that any
students who have been in the U of 1-
BSU cooperative engineering pro-
gram, spend their last academic year
as full-time students in Moscow and
have participated in a program that
meets or exceeds the needs of the
American Board of Engineering
Technology minimum criteria will
graduate from an accredited program.
The second provision says that stu-
dents who were enrolled on Oct. 19,
who had fewer than 32 credits
remaining (juniors and seniors) and
who complete baccalaureate degrees
on the Moscow campus will also be
considered to have graduated from an
accredited program. Juniors in the
program may need to go to the
Moscow campus to complete courses,
, and the SBE has set up funding pack-
ages for those students. Seniors may
have the choice of finishing their last.
semester on either campus, and will
receive accredited degrees.
. The third provision state's that
freshmen and sophomores are consid-
ered BSU students and will have the
opportunity to continue inthe BSU'"
run upper-div is io n pro~rams in all
three engineering areas.
The program 'scurrent faculty are
encouraged to stay with the program.
U of I tenured' faculty have the legal
right to continue employment at' the
university. Ruchsaid the U of I facul-'
ty currently at BSU seemed delighted
to stay with the program, while others
arc going to pursue other future plans.
The current budget for the Boise-
based engineering program is $2.2
million, $540,000 of which was real-
located by the U of I from non-engi-
neering programs. The remaining
$1.7 million was either appropriated
for engineering in Boise or to the U
of I engineering budget. BSU will
still need to raise contributions from
the private sector for a new engineer-
ing building, which will cost an esti-
mated $13.5 milli~n. BSU and U of I
will negotiate the disposition of mod-
ular engine'ering classrooms and
equipment.
In regardto Hie ABET accredita-
iion criteria, Ruch said, "They do not
transfer accreditation, but on the
other hand, they understand that we
aresQmewhere between starting from
scratch and having automatic accredi-
tation for the BSU program. The
number of faculty and students from
the UI program who will be staying
with the program may also be a con-
sideration for accreditation."
Bell met with students currently
enrolled in the U of I-BSU coop engi-
neering program and gathered infor-
mation which helped him come to the
decisions designed in this plan.
"Given the Board decision on
October 19, I believe this implemen-
tation plan is the best solution and
will serve the most people for the
longest period of time," stated Bell.
The implementation plan was
passed unanimously by the State
Board of Education, dissolving the
cooperative engineering program as
I
i
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EDITORIALl
Boise State University students are not the only ones
in the family to feel stress. Child care providers at the
BSU Child Care Center say they can tell precisely the
exact days that children's parents have finals. Family
systems theory tells us that when one part of the family
feels stress, the whole family system reacts to that stress.
Children let us know they are stressed through their
behavior. Children of BSU students may feel the double
stress of holidays plus finals during this semester count-
down and holiday season. As parents, we can help our
children to learn positive ways to deal with stress.
Talk with your children about stress. Let them know
Children' feel stress, too
that a difficult time in your classes is coming up for you.
Talk with them about the extra study time that you need.
< Remind them why you are taking classes. Become a role
model for them for coping with stress. Tell them that
stress isn't all bad. Stress can motivate an athlete to give
that extra push. Stress can make us want to grow,
change, or try new activities. Chart' on a calendar when
your finals will be over. Build in a reward for gelling
through this difficult time.
Plan to have a special celebration with your children.
Don't forget hugs and saying, "I love you" every day.
The same strategies that help you cope with your stress
and find some balance in your life can also help your
kids. Here are some suggestions:
Get regular exercise. Get moving together so you
maximize the time spent as a family. Fast walking or
Dear Editor,
Three cheers for the enter-
prising and gramatieally astute
individual(s) who finally cor-
rected the name of the
Albertson's Library by supply-
ing the appropriate apostrophe.
Hopefully the academic powers-
that-be who are on campus will
consult their style manuals and
permit this rectification a perma-
nent position.
Consider some recent and
ongoing crimes against the
English language:
1. College administrators
who issue a "catalog" of cours-
es, use "impact" as an active
verb, and inform teachers they
"reality" appreciate their efforts,
2. Local television anchors
who speak of a thunderstorm as
"eminent"; describe the train-
load of waste heading to the
INEL as "moving extremely
slow"; refer to human beings as
Dear Editor,
Senator Kempthorne has
introduced h is version of an
Endangered Species Act and, as
expected, it is designed more to
benefit the short-term financial
interests of big business rather
than ensuring the continued sur-
vival of one of our nation's
greatest assets-the amazing
diversity of wildlife we prosper
from.
How many species are the
Republican-controlled Congress
willing to let go extinct before
they realize that species extinc-
tion is an indicator of larger
problems that need to be
addressed and fixed, namely the
unsustainable way we are
exploiting our natural
resources?
These people claim they are
for "family values," but how
"that" instead of "who"; and
show traffic moving "off of' the
Interstate. All this takes place
while graphics behind them cite
"fugitives" who continue to
"allude" police, and describe a
local store as filing for "ban-
crupty".
3. A "towne square" mall
which sells "very unique" items,
lillie wonder university stu-
dents confuse "its" and "it's",
"there" and "their", when' the
library-the temple of literacy
itself - stands for so long with its
proper name misspelled.
Hooray for correct grammar
and kudos for those willing to
correct the most visible offenses
against it on campus.
Sincerely,
Peter Wollheim, Ph,D.
Associate Professor
Department of Communication
can they be when they are seil-
ing our children's and grand-
children's futures so they can
get richer and richer? America
has flourished because of our
natural resources, not in spite of
them. For example, I can list
scores of lifesaving medicines
that have been synthesized after
being discovered in species that
were previously thought
"worthless" and "expendable."
I encourage you to go to the
next College Republicans meet-
ing and ask them what makes
Republicans qualified to decide
which species can be perma-
nently destroyed? What gives
them the right to play God?
Sincerely,
Andrew Davie
Biology Ml\ior
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marching or playing follow-the-leader are good ways to
combine exercise and fun.
Set aside some time to relax and play. Teach your
children to close their eyes, breathe deeply, and slowly
relax their muscles. Children' love to learn yoga pos-
tures. Music can set a relaxing tone 'in your home.
Family backrubs are great stress reducers.
Spend time together on things your kids enjoy. Kids
who are doing a fun activity often find that their stress
disappears,
Eat nutritious meals. Too much sugar or caffeine
(even in soft drinks) can add a feeling of nervousness.
Plan healthy snacks together.
Talk about what is bothering you. First, share your
feelings with each other. Next, focus on a positive action
plan.
If you or someone in your family needs further help,
there are graduate interns available in the school coun-
seling program who offer free counseling s~rvices to
you or your children. Call Darcy Shaw in the counseling
center at 385-1219 for an appointment.
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Judiciary Board. Those sanctions
include community service, a small fine
and expulsion from the dormitory.
Sergeant Dick Kersting of the Ada
County Sheriff's Office said officers are
hired by BSU to enforce school policy
the way university officials want them
to. He further stated that
they enforce the "spirit of
the pol icy" so as not to
offend people and their
traditions.
Herb Criner, BSU
assistant athletic director,
backs up this statement.
"People won't come
[to the games] if we
enforce the policy too
harshly," he said.
"We put almost $2500
into the law enforcement'
during the game. The
officers are there to pre-
vent fights and accidents
from happening. That's
all. ... Just because there is a policy,
doesn't mean that it's 100 percent effec-
tive. The plan of action is to keep
[drinking] under control without getting
a bad name for the university. Of course
we don't enforce it to the letter of the
law, but we do keep [the alcohol] under
control."
\ Criner, it is the responsibility of the
families or groups to control the amount
of their-intake, not the officers' respon-
sibility.·. .'
On the other hand, Mike Larsen,
deputy attorney general of the State
Board of Education, feels strongly that
the violation of any
law is the responsibili-
ty of local law enforce-
ment. He also said it is
up to institutions like
BSU to enforce their
provisions and NCAA
codes, as well as the
penal code.
"This kind of con-
duct is not acceptable
for higher education,"
Larsen said.
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Boosters 0"/ ~Booze'sfe,rs?
Fans ignore alcohollCJwsat gaines
• . ~ . • .P
Mary Ann
Stanley
Stoff Writers
Peck and Matt
It's pregame time at BSU and the
weather is cool and breezy .. The BSU
Boosters are in the stadium parking lot
getting ready for the impending game.
. A pair of uniformed officers rides by
on bicycles while enjoying a pleasant
conversation. They pass a group of peo-
ple drinking beer and cast a sideways
glance at them. The group waves and
resumes the party. The officers wave
back and resume their conversation.
Boosters have been observed freely
and openly consuming alcohol on cam-
pus at tailgate parties for years. NCAA
policy and the BSU Student Handbook,
however, clearly prohibit alcohol con-
sumption at games.
"megal'possession of alcoholic bev-
erages is prohibited in 'college or uni-
versity owned, leased, or operated facil-
ities or on campus grounds .... Guests
and visitors shall observe these regula-
tions while on campus or other universi-
ty property. Noncompliance may sub-
ject a person to sanctions imposed by
the college or university as well as to
the provisions of local and state law,"
the BSU Student Handbook states.
The provisions of local and state law
allow any officer to seize alcohol as
evidence. The officer may also cite an
offender for infractions from public nui-
sance to public intoxication. Violators
may also be asked to leave the premis-
es. If they refuse to leave or pose a
problem, the officers can cite them for
trespassing; they may even arrest viola-
tors. If officers choose not to enforce
the law, they can lose their job.
A student may face penalties for vio-
lating alcohol policies as severe as those
levied on a nonstudent. These punish-
ments may include a warning or proba-
tionary period. More severe conse-
quences include loss of financial aid
and scholarships, and indefinite or per-
manent expulsion. Additionally, if stu-
dents (with the exception of those in
Morrison Hall) drink in their dorm
rooms, they are subject to any sanctions
deemed appropriate by the Student
The ~roblem of ,nfordng lawson campus has be8~'al~ngtime issue irt BSU;Thlspidure was
taken last season. . . .
'People won't
come [to the
games] if we
enforce the
policy too
harshly. ,
-Herb Criner, BSU
assistant athletic
director
The parking lot is
ful/ now and people.
are milling into the
game. A child tosses a
football to his father, who is holding a
call of Coors Light'. The mother is
preparing a picnic; she puts a few more
beers in the ice chest. Next to the [ami-
Iy, a group gathers around a miniature
television set to watch one of the other'
[ootbull games that is being played
somewhere else in the country. They all
hold glasses of beer that were poured
from a nearby keg.
In another part of the parking lot, a
booster holds a party for Iris friends.
The party is complete with party balls
which is( a variation of a keg) and food.
There are nearly 25 people at the party,
who all share the same carefree attitude
as most of the other people ill the lot.
They know that they are 1I0t supposed to
drink, but they do it allyway.
Twenty yards from the party, all
unattended police car sits. The officer
who drives the car is 1I0t ill sight.
Inside one of the entrances to the sta-
dium, a group of about seven police
officers stand, chatting and drinking
coffee. .
The parking lot is filling up now.
One can feel the energy of the impend-
ing game escalating, The sound of
radios and television sets call be heard
along with the cheers of [ans, The smell
of gril/edburgers mingles with the
aroma of beer. The atmosphere is rich
with excitement.
Hayden Beverage, a local brewing
company, has set up two taps 011school
grounds near the greenbelt and is scrv-
ing its off-duty employees from the. tap.
No action is taken by any officers to
remove the alcohol, 1I0r do they
approach the partygoers.
Idaho code clearly points out that in
order to serve alcohol in a public place,
one must have an alcohol permit. Jim The Boise City Police Department
Morten, manager of Hayden Beverage, has a different attitude on the festivities
admitted that the company did not have than do Kersting and Criner. Jim Tibbs,
a permit to supply beer. information officer for the department,
It's not that the boosters are ignorant said that after each game officers are
to the fact that drinking on campus is kept very busy with traffic violations.
illegal. and traffic congestkm. Though many of
"You know we're not supposed to these problems are not related to alco-
drink on campus," one booster said. "So hoi, it takes only one intoxicated driver
if you see a cop, cover up the booze." - to cause several interconnected acci-
In order to park a motor home at the dents. And when combined with other
game, a booster must buy a $3 permit. calls and disturbances from around
Kersting said the issue of designated Boise, Tibbs said, the city's police can
drivers is left up to the drinkers, not the barely keep up. The city would like to
officers. However, if someone gets into be able to help enforce the policies, but
an accident, it then becomes the offi- BSU is out of its jurisdiction.
cer's responsibility. According. to Because of the city's low budget,
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'Y: .-".~\.:.".~.: 'Illegal possession of alcoholic beverages is pro-
hibited in college or university owned, leased, or
operated facilities or on campus grounds .... Guests
and visitors shall observe these regulations while
on campus or other university property. ,
-BSU Student Handbook
there is a lack of officers to sufficiently
patrol the area after each game.
Although the Boise Police Department
and the Ada County Sheriff's
Department get together for certain
areas, they can't be everywhere at once;
there just aren't enough resources avail-
able.
President Ruch was unavailahle for
comment, hut in a previous issue of The
Arbiter, he announced alcohol con-
sumption on university grounds would
no longer he tolerated.
"We appreciate social activities
which support and celehrate university
events. But we also ask those who
attend to respect State Board policy,"
Rueh was quoted as saying.
BSU participates in the National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness week.
During this week, BSU sponsors activi-
ties to promote alcohol awareness,
including bringing in speakers and
advocates for the cause.
BSU also sponsors the Regional
Alcohol and Drug Awareness Resource
Center, which distributes free material
to teachers, parents and other groups.
There are many ways to eurb the
intake of alcohol at football games. For
example, BSU officials could search
each car entering the parking Jots for
games. Or they could ban motor homes
from parking during the games. Or they
could employ a stronger patrol team.
Criner and Kersting disagree with
these options. They helieve allendance
to the games would drop and support
for the football team would decrease.
"It's just not a possihility," Criner
said. "We might offend someone who
really poses no problem. All we want is
for people to come and have fun and to
support the team. As long as they try to
conceal [the alcohol], there's really not
a problem."
The game ends 01/ an unhappy note
with a loss. However, additudcs are
positive, as there are many more games
to he played.
The next week another loss, and then
a wil/. Suddenly, it's the [inal game 10
see if the Broncos will he in the play-
of]«. The l ast game in the Big Sky
Conference for BSU, and they lose.
Tire season is over IIOW, and things
will he differel/I next year. Tire BSU
Broncos will he ill a /lew conference
with new rivals.
WIIClI will the pre-game scene be in
Ihe stadium parking 101 next year?
Time will tell whether or 1I0t the
more things change, the more they stay
the same.
'[Enforcing alcohol
laws] is just not a
possibility. We
might offend
someone who
really poses no
problem. All we
want is for people
to come and have
fun and to support
the team. As long
as they try to con-
ceal [the slcohol],
there's really not a
problem. '
. ..
-Herb Criner, BSU :
assistant athletic
director Kelly St~rh (leh) and G~rdan Rillger enjoy a todgate Partybefore a BSUhome football game at the stadium.
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" Bronco football fans gather at a pre-game tailgate party in the stadium parking lot before a
home game.
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by Ana Isabel Ortega Martinez
Stoff Writer
by Ana Isabel Ortega Martinez
Stoff Writer
This week the Latin Page brings you a summa-
ry of the. main international headlines about Latin
countries this month. I decided to include Brazil
since the term Latin is not unique to the Spanish
language, but to' all those derived from Latin, like
Portuguese, French and Italian. Sources of infor-
mation include The Economist, ABC newspaper,
The Wall Street Journal, the Internet, and CBS
news.
Argentina
Enrique Gorrian Merlo, Argentinean member of
an international left-wing guerrilla group and
accused assassin of Nicaragua's former dictator
Anastasio Somoza, was arrested in Mexico and
extradited to Argentina
Chile
Chileans want to join the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and have expressed
their desire to President Clinton, who has been
waiting for months for Congress to negotiate.
Colombia & Costa Rica
The governments of Colombia and Costa Rica,
along with other South American countries, have
made deals on the export of fruits with the
European Union. This hurt Ameriean fruit giant
< Chiquita, which has been lobbying Congress
through Bob Dole (Chiquita's boss is a long-time
supporter and financer of Republicans.) The sena-
tor has been trying to pass bills in Congress which
. Esta semana La Pagina Latina os trae un
sumario de las noticias mas destacadas de la pren-
sa internacional sobre los paises latinos. He decidi-
do incluir Brasil ya que el termino latino, no sig-
nifiea espafiol, sino todos los paises donde se
habla una lengua que deriva del latin. Entre otros
se encuentran el frances y el portugues. Las
fuentes de informacion fueron The Economist, el
periodico ABC, Wall Street Journal, el Internet,
y CBS news.
Argentina
Enrique Gorrian Merlo, miembro de una
guerrilla de izquierda internacinal, quien se
sospecha como asesino del pasado dictador
Nicaraguense Anastasio Somoza; fue arrestado
en. Mexico y extraditado a Argentina, su pais de
ongen.
Brasil
Algo asi como una guerra santa cornenzo en
Brasil cuando un pastor protestante al mostrar
sus posaderas en un programa evangelico.
Despues cornenzo a insultar, dar patadas y tortas
a una replica de Nuestra Senora de la Aparicidn,
la patrona de Brasil. Otras congregaciones de
Brasil han respondido asaltando iglesias
Chile
Chile quiere ser miembro del Tratado de
Libre Comercio del Atlantico Norte (NAFTA), y
ha espresado su deseo a Clinton, el cual esta
espera~do desde hace meses a que el Congreso
se decida a negociar.
Colombia y Costa Riea
. Los g~biernos de Colombia y Costa Rica, y
otros palses sudamericanos han negociado el
exporte de frutas a la Union Europea. Esto ha
basically demand these countries to deal with the
U.S. or suffer the consequences. "This is no news
to .South American countries who are used to
UncleSam trying to tell them what to do,"
denounced The Ecollomist.
Cuba
A report on an American TV station showed
how many of Chernobyl's children are being taken
care of in Cuba. The former Soviet Union support-
ed Castro's regime, school and industries. Cuba
now has an excess of very highly qualified doc-
tors. Many of Chernobyl's children have illnesses
related to the effects of radioactivity, such as
leukemia.
Mexico
Paulina Castanon, Raul Salinas de Gortari's
wife, was arrested on Nov. 15 by Swiss police
when trying to take $84 million out of a Swiss
bank account with false documents.
Brazil
A holy sort of war was started in Brazil by a
Protestant pastor while moonlighting as host of an
evangelical show on TV. He later went on 10 slap.,
insult and kick a replica of Our Lady Aparecida,
Brazil's patron. People from other religious con-
gregations in Brazil responded by raiding other
churches.
Spain
Corruption in the Socialist ruling party of Spain
(PSOE) forced the president, Felipe Gonzalez, to
call for early elections next year. Scandals have
reached as high as the popular King Juan Carlos.
Who would replace President Felipe Gonzalez?
herido los intereses del gigante de frutas americano
Chiquita, el cual ha est ado presionando al
Congreso desde cntonccs can la ayudu de Dole (cl
ducfio de Chiquita ha sido un suporte politico y
financiero de los republicanos desde hace bastante
tiempo). EI scnador ha tratado de pasar todo tipo
de proyectos de ley, en los cuales demanda que
estos paises hagan tratos can los Estados Unidos 0
que se preparen a sufrir las conscqucncias. Esto no
es nada nuevo para paiscs sudamerica nos quicncs
csuin acostumbrados al Tio Sam tratando de decir-
les 10 que hacer.
Cuba
Un reportaje en un canal de television arncri-
cano rnostro como Cuba cuida a nifios proccdi-
entes de Chcrnobyl. La Union Sovictica mantuvo
cl regimen de Castro, sus escuelas e industrias,
gracias a cstas ayudas, Cuba cuenta ahora con un
alto numcro de doctores muy capacitados- La
mayoria de los nifios nacieron cuando el accidente
y por 10 tanto tienen enfcrmedadcs causadas por la
radioactividad como leucemia.
Espana
La corrupcion descubierta en el partido en
pod~r de la presidencia espanola -cl PSOE-, ha
obtigado al presidente del gobierno, Felipe
Gonzalez, a declarar elccciones anticipadas para el
proximo afio. La corrupcion ha alcanzado hasta el,
normal mente popular, rey Don Juan Carlos.
;,Quien rccmplazara a Gonzalez en 1996?
Mejico
Paulina Castanon, esposa de Raul Salinas de
Gorlari -ahora en la carccl y supuesto inductor
del ..asesinato del otro candidato a la presidencia
meJlca.n~-, ~ue detenida cl 15 de Noviembre por
la. Policia surza cuando trataba de conseguir 84
mlIlones de dolares de una cuenta bancaria con
documentos falsos.
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White Man's Burden wil! incite racial dialogue
"White Man'» Burden addresses an issue most films don't want to
touch. The people who got involved in this project did so not for the
money; they did it because they wanted to deal with race in a way that's
never been done before ... I think that if [the film] can jar viewers out of
their usual polarized complacency and provoke genuine dialogue on race,
then it will have succeeded in its intent," said Desmond Nakano, writer
and director of White MIIIl '.I' Burden.
Opening nationwide on Dec. I. White Mall ',I' Burden is a portrait of a
white man trying to succeed in a world in which the racial roles of power,
as we know them, have been reversed,
Presented by UGC and Rysher Entertainment, the film stars John
Travolta and Harry Belafonte. This disturbing and provocative 'what if?'
drama also stars Tom Bower, Margaret Avery and Kelly Lynch.
Louis Pinnock (Travolta) is a factory worker with a history of company
loyalty. He's up for the foreman's job and looks forward to making abet- .
ter life for his wife and children-until his world collides with that of
Thaddeus Thomas (Belafonte).
By overstepping the invisible barrier separating race and class, the inci-
dent costs Pinnock his job and family. In desperation, he kidnaps Thomas
and takes him to the ghetto. '
Nakano, whose writing credits include Last Exit to Brooklyn and
American Me said, ..While Mail's Burdell is the opposite of what we usual-
ly see on the screen. The story takes place in what seems a wholly recog-
nizable world, except that the dominant culture is black and represents old'
'money and power, while whites arc relegated to the undcrclass."
In order to provoke the audience into rethinking their own views, the
film purposely exaggerates and shows extremes.
"Obviously, in real life not all whites arc wealthy and not all blacks arc
poor; but in the film, the roles arc pushed. The images arc meant to pr~-
vokc, to cause the audience to possibly move into uncharted and there/ore
uncomfortable waters." said Nakano.
For the fi 1m's origi-
nal soundtrack album,
Tag Recordings
(Atlantic) compiled a
selection of previously
unreleased material
from a complimentary
mix of artists.
Highlights include a
cover of Roy Orbisnns
"Dream Baby" by
Hootie s The
Blowfish; "We Got It
Gnin ' On:' by
Changing Faces and
Me'Shell
NdegcOccllo's cover of
the Chambers Brothers'
1967 hit, "Time lias
Come Today."
The album also fea-
tures original·tracks
from Blues Traveler,
Dave Matthews Band,
Cracker, Bush, Meat
Puppets and Howard
Shore.
John Travolta and Harry Belafonte star in a disturbing and provocative 'what if?' drama about
a white man trying to succeed in a world in which the radol balance of power, as we know it,
has been reversed.
John Travolta, Kelly lynch and family.
Desmond Nakano wrote and directed White Man's Burden.
Harry Belafonte and Margaret Avery.
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The Rhythm Mobplayed at the Firefighter's Bollon Nov. 18 in Sun Volley.
by Laura Delgado
Arts & Entertainment
""]:;hey'reall incredible musicians-skilled and trained.
The personalities of the band mesh really well ... the atti-
tude that we put across to the crowd. I think it looks like
we're having fun," said Michelle Layne, lead vocalist for
The Rhythm Mob.
The weekend of Nov. 17-18 was a busy one for the
Boise funk-blues-jazz band. That Friday night they per-
formed for a crowd of 234 at The Mint in Hailey.
Saturday they played in Sun Valley, for about 2,000 peo-
ple at the J 6th annual Firefighters Ball.
Layne, a former member of The Moondogs out of
Pocatello, has been with The Rhythm Mob for 6 months.
By day, she teaches eighth-grade English in Pocatello.
.Often compared with Tina Turner, it's not surprising
that her musical influences include Turner, Billie
Holliday, Arethea Franklin and Janis Joplin. Like these
legend,iry women, Layne's voice is powcr-packed.
With Layne, The Rhythm Mob consists of: Jason
Parra, trumpet/vocals; Brent Jensen, saxophone; Kent
Persons, saxophone/vocals; Dennis John.
guitar/trumpet/vocals; Lawson Hill, drums; Bill Lyles,
bass; Steve Johnson, guitar.
The majority of the hand received musical training
from either BSU or ISU.
"The band is Jason Parra's brainchild. He put it togeth-
er and is the mastermind behind the hand," said Layne.
Parra said, "It's a mob of people. The name Mob was
meant to be a big group of people, not a ganstcr type
~. Shoveljerk is not Blackhappy
Be advised: Shoveljerk is a beast of an
entirely different sort. Throughout their set,
the hand blasted out crushing guitar noise
similar to Helmet and Smashing Pumpkins.
At the simplest, some songs had a straightfor-
ward, punk style while others were more
developed. In these cases, the band displayed
a remarkable use of dynamics (the quiet-loud
thing). At times, the volume would trail off
almost unnoticeably to explode later.
The higgest crowd response came after the
song "Killing My Buzz," a single from the
National Lampoon '05 Summer Trip sound-
track, which has garnered serious airplay on
KQXR. All night long, the band was tight
and played with precision, especially so dur-
ing "Buzz."
All night, guitarist Hjort was a bundle of
energy, unleashing fierce wah-wah fury with
a Michael Jordan-like protruding tongue.
A defining moment came about halfway
through the band's set when Paul Hemenway
declared, "We've thrown down the gauntlet,
and we're doing the best we can." Their best
was pretty damn good.
Eor now, the only Shoveljerk dose you'll
be able to get is from the Summer Trip sound-
track. Their debut album, tentatively titled
Star 238, is scheduled for release in February
of 1996 ..
Josh Casten
oySfOffWi1ter
Shoveljerk, composed of core members of
the late, great Blackhappy made a raucous
return to Boise on Nov. II at Neurolux.
Shoveljerk is essentially Blackhappy
minus a drummer and the three-piece horn
section. But they proved that when it comes
to pure sonic brawn, less is certainly more.
The band pummeled its way through more
than a dozen songs with wild fury, enthusi-
asm, and outright glee.
Virtually the only resemblance to their
old band was the wild, leaping antics of lead
guitarist Greg Hjort and singer/rhythm gui-
tarist Mark Hemenway. Anyone expecting to
sec a Blackhappy show would have been very
disappointed.
In fact, there was at least one vocally hos-
tile person in the crowd. The audience mem-
ber approached Hemenway twice in-between
songs to shout "you f--ed up!!" Later, he
blurted out the title of an old Blackhappy
tunc, Hemenway's response was quick and
simple.
"Wrong band, pat"
Hemenway, Hjort, drummer Jim Bruce and
bassist Mark Hemenway strove to prove that
all night long, and they did it convincingly.
thing. [The band] started otf with six, just me and some
friends from high school. We all went 10 Capital High
together." .
Band manager. Bobby Berro said. "The direction that
we all have in mind is III be sell-supportive ... 10 he on
the road traveling ... to not to have day jobs."
Berro said the band would like tll do a CD in January
or February.
"We've gol the finest players in the Northwest. in one
band," said Berro.
During the holidays. Jake Stigers (Curtis Stigers' little
brother), former lead vocalist I'm The Rhythm Mob, will
return from New York to visit his family in Boise. During
thai time. Stigers will join the hand I'm a lew performance
dates.
The Rhythm Mob is scheduled to perform at Graincy's
Basement, Dec. 1-2 and at Blues Bouquet Dec. 22-23.
For more information, Berro can be reached at 383-
0418.
Local, Regional & National -
Professional & Amateur Comedians
"Best of Boise Open-Mic
Night"
Tuesdays at 8 pm
Adrnlsslon $3.00
(Show Your College I.D, and Get in for $1.00)
Serving Laughter Across America
Funny Bone
811l St. Marketplace 404 S. 81n St.
.Call331.BONE for Reservations & Information
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Thai nighl, The
Rhythm M"h l"IT
up the slage with
their gl<lOlin'
funk and IWI
blues-jazz. I.e<ld
singer Michelle
Layn(,'s voice was
str"ng and sm""th
like Tina
Turner's, prov id-
ing the perfect
blend with the
hand's sax,)· ,
phones, trumpet.
guitar, and per-
cussi"n, Because
they arc a talented
nwh (If eight, it',
no mystery from
where their name
originates.
The Mint
crowd was loving
it. Everyone was
quakin·.and .
movin'tothe
heal, including a
cute guy in a wheelchair that turned and spun as the
rhythm directed him,
The Animals' numher one hit of 1964, "The House
of the Rising Sun," still receives a fair share of world-
wide air play, Not had for a song that's 31 years old,
So do a lot of the hand's other hits like, "We Golla
Get Oulla This Place," "Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood" and "It's My Life,"
After a hreak-up, the group reformed in 1966 as Eric
Burdon and The Animals, They took center stage on
the music charts again with, "San Franciscan Nights"
and "Sky Pilot."
Years later, Burdon formed the group, War, and
their hit, "Spill the Wine" is still rockin' the airwaves,
When Burdon and his band took the stage at The
Mint that night. they proved why their songs arc so
popular,
With a masterful' blend of r&b and rock 'n' roll, the
group belted out their old hits and had the crowd a·
smokin'. Bodies were shaking and feet were eyery-
where.
At brunch the following day. Aubri and I discovered
another side of Eric Bu'rda" and The Animals.
In between bites, vocalist Burdon and I hit upon sev-
eral topics including: the universal connections of
American Indian weaving; Mexico-California border
life; the mountain that he likes to hike; the wonderful
woman in his life; books; the downside of organized
religion and the corruption by U.S. power of Amazon
communities; Like Water for Chocolate; feta cheese vs.
blue che'ese; the sacredness of our Mother Earth.
It was one amazing conversation:
by Laura Delgado
Arts & Entertainment Editor
On Nov. 17, Arbiter photographer Aubri Walker and
I took a drive to Hailey. We visited Bruce Willis' club,
The Mint, checked out The Rhythm Mob, brunched
with Eric Burdon and The Animals and challed with a
few local folk.
Eric Burdon and The Animals
The Mint
This last July, actor Bruce Willis woke up the sleepy
small town of Hailey, with the grand opening of The
Mint. The two-story building features a restaurant and
nightclub.
" The elegl!nt.(I;l!,JtO~~to-wear-Levi·s) downstairs
.restaurant fe~iur~S;:lIn~utstanding replication of the
infa'mous; gh'oLifish'har from the 1980 Jack Nicholson
horror flick, The Shining.
Up the staircase or by elevator, is the nightclub. The
cover charge varies from about $12 to $25. depending
on the act.
Nov. 17, local Boise band. The Rhythm Mob,
opened for 1994 Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame member
Eric Burdon and his group, The Animals. The cover
was $12 for the 21-and-over crowd.
To ensure a safe time for all, The Mint takes security
very seriously. Roaming the club were muscular guys
with black t-shirts that read SECURITY in large white
letters. Fortunately, the young men were friendlier than
the serious image that their uniforms convey. The secu-
rity team and all the employees at The Mint were gra-
cious, good-natured and quick-to-smile.
The Rhythm
I\\oh
-..
1
Alsu sitting at the table was guilarist·Dean Rcsturn.
who spent his childholld in Greece and lsctrut. In
Beirut, mortar file was an cvcrvduv occuruncc for
ResIUl11.In the morning», his mother would call the
sch'H;1 tu sec if it was ,ale I"l!' him to walk. If it wasnt.
he gIl: III play IHHlky.I\S a kid. he thllught thai was
prcuv neat.
B;\ssis! Dave \krus didn't juin us that dav , but
drummer \tark Craney was there. lie (\rigin;~tes from
Suuth Dakula and current I\' lives in Califurnia's San
lcrnaudo Valley, Craney was the quiet one at the table.
Tile mo-t talkative member of The Animals was gui-
turisr Larry Wilkins. With his medicine heads arid hlack
leather, Wilkins' aura cxudcs his powerful blend of
brown and white blood.
I\S a child. he was raised Catholic, attended a strict
<. 'athulic school, hut never felt comfortable with the
guid:ulCe Ill' thai religion. At the age "f 1-1.Wilkins dis-
co\'ercd his Cumanche r'Hlls and hegan a life-lung
study (If his heritaoe.. ::-
Wilkins rders tu Native Americans as First
Americans. Buth he and BurdlHI share a strong appreci-
atiun f(lr First Al11erican culture. anu were happy tn
share SOl11eof their insight with Aubri anu I.
The band hopes to play Buise next year. \' m counl-
ing on it.
Bruce Willis
I asked The Mint employees if they sec a lot of stars.
One girl said that she saw a few stars from old T. V.
shows, hut whenever Schwarzenegger or someone real-
ly famous came in, it was her night off. I commented
that she must he disappointed.
"Not really," she said. She explained that hecause
she sees Willis all the time and he's really nice. seeing
a star is not that big of a deal now.
On Dec. 22-23, Willis and his band The
Accelerators arc scheduled to play The Mint. Curious
to know if Willis and his band arc worth a drive to
Hailey, I put the question to several Hailey residents.
People told me that The Accelerators arc a good
hlues-jazz group with a lot of enthusiasm and Willis'
love for the blues is evident in his performance.
Sounds good to me. The club is located on Main
Street. Call208-788-MINT for ticket information.
Eric Burdon ond the Animols ployed 01The MinIon
Od.17.
~.
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by Laura Delgado·
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Make it Oil The Calendar by
submitting your stuff to Laura
at: The Arbiter, 1910
University Dr., Boise, ID
83725; fax (208) 385·3198.
Submit 110 later than eight days
prior to the event, Please
include date, time, location,
cost and phone number.
Life, a wreath
of fresh air ...
• FESTIVAL OF WREATHS at
Cherry Plaza in Meridian. Dec. 1-2.
To benefit the Meridian Senior Center.
andfullof
visuals ...
• QUIET SHADOWS: WOMEN
IN THE PACIFIC WAR photograph-
ic display at Idaho Historical Museum.
Dec. 1-31. Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m.-5
p.rn. Sundays and holidays, 1-5 p.m,
Donations. 610 Julia Davis Dr. 334-
2120.
• ANNE SIEMS: BOTANICAL
VISIONS on display at Boise Art
Museum through January 21 , 1996.
Tuesday-Friday. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Weekends, noon-5 p.rn. $3 general; $2
seniors/college students; $1 children
grades 1-12; free for children under
six. 670 S. Julia Davis Dr. 345-8330.
• 10 YEARS IN BRAZIL on dis-
play at Herrell Center/Art Gallery at
College of Southern Idaho in Twin
Falls through Dec. 21'. Work by Boh
Nugent. 208-733-9554, ext. 2655.
• FALL 1995 SENIOR SHOW in
Gallery I in the Liberal Arts Buflding
and Gallery II in the Campus School
Building at BSU through Dec. 7. 9
a.m.-6:30 p.m. Monday-Friday.
Weekends noon-5 p.m. 385·1230.
• BEASTIESon display at Flying
M Espresso & Fine Crafts thrqugh
Nov.30.500 W. Idaho. 345-4320 .
• HOLLY MARGARET . ..
SO}VLES' art on display in BStJ's
StlJ<!cnt Union Gallery thro~gh
Jan~ar~5, 1996.6 a.m.-midnight,
Mon~a,ylhrough FridaY~9d 7 a.m.-
midriight§lltllrday an9Sunday. 385-1223. . .
... an·ddrama
• AND WHAT, GIVE UP SHOW
BIZ'! musical at Stage Coach Theatre.
Dec. 1-16. An inside look at the
wacky world of the entertainment
business. Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.,
$7.50 admission. Fridays and
Saturdays at 8: 15 p.m., $9.50 admis-
sion. 342-2000.
... and excite-
ment
Wednesday
29th .
and staff may pick up one free ticket
at Select-A-Seat. 385·3980.
• TOM MCGILLEN at The Funny'
Bone. Employees of bars and rcstau-
rants receive free admission with
proof of employment (check stub or
ID badge). 8 p.m. $5. Ages 21 and
over. Sth Street Marketplace. 331-
BONE.
• CHESSFEST at Dreamwalkcr.
1015 W. Main. 345-4196.
over. 621 Main. 345-7557,
• TOM MCGILLEN at The Funny
Bone through Dec. 3. 8 p.rn. and 10:15·
p.rn. $7. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331·BONE.
• INSTINCTUALS at Koffee
Klatsch. 9-11 p.m. $1 cover. All ages.
409 S. 8th. 345-0452.
• REDSTONE at Shorty'S through
Dec. 3. 9 p.rn. $3 cover. Ages 21 and
• TOM MCGILLEN at The Funny over. 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555.
Bone. 8 p.m. $6. Ages 21 and over. • THE RHYTHM MOB at
8th Street Marketplace. 331-BONE. Gruiney 's Basementthrough Dec. 2.
• COLLEGE NITE at 9:45 p.m. Ages 21 andover. 107 S.
Dreamwalker. Bring college 1.0. for 6th. 345-2955\1>
discounts. 1015 W. Main. 345-4196. • RAMB¥~~SaiT~Morainey's • AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
• REDSTONE at Shorty's. Ladies' through Dec;~. 9:~9R;fu(Agc§JI and film in BSU's Special Events Center.
Night. 9 p.m. No cover for ladies. $2 over. 6th a1'ldM;l,Il\;;l45-259?'/ Sponsored by SPB. 7 p.llJ~ $2 general.
cover for men. Ages 21 and over. • RA vEMiJ.$JCAFTIf,.IrJIOURS $1 BSU students, fac~IIY~Qd staff.
5467 Glenwood. 323-0555. .. ............~~~~.Y alI?r~~W»'.~.I~gp~ave Music Bring a date and g~tjqi'J"cc. 385-3655.
• THE MOSQUITONIf,S*~B!ge'~After~9~rs Padymmilight-4 a.m. for • POETRYNITEht Dreamwalker.
Bouquet. Ska band. No cove~.Ag~~~I) 18 arid?Y~IonIy. $4 cover. 1015 W. 1015 W. Mlll~;34SS4196.
aBn~~~~~:)~4~5~pa~~A§~-~?~I~i~·edY'~····.•> •••••••••.'•..' .sM.ain.34~~~]~~dt . d .T'.•...................'\i.... ••. •·• . ... .e':d)a~i'~• ..•....•...••.•........•...•......•..•.......••......•.....•....•..•...................•.....c+-... . . ..... . . ...... .... ...... . .••..h• •·\
o:;~.~~;t·S. :6th~$~§~i~~~/an<>·.a .•.....•ij $trr ay 2n .At'· .....- .l,i:l\.iJ:1
• REBE~¢A$q<?TT & VICKI ....i:i~~ij(.l'S GREA~~L~
STAGE~ITom GJ"~jhf~'s. 9:30 p.rn, • SNOW WHIT§.A.f'iD THE/> Bt\~NS~~9~N]~AGLUNCH at
~fc~;.21 anll()ver. 6th~np ..Main~345- ~~~~: ~~~.ir~~~:~~r~l~i~~~~i~.idhfibHi~ttirid~fM6seum. Presented
., ""iii!'i;?" Children ' Th"i" '/"il!ll~1!§i.!g,!'11,1-.1•.· •...~.2•..•••.•·•..· .~· 1·.• .••n2·. •hoait.••.s•.....•I• •••~ ••)o.. .•.nl.~~~~::~::Ii,';;,~;3~1
Thursda y'$';' ;;~:::;:':';5 ~~i~;;v;:~ti~,-:,,"MUSICENSEMBLES~Ot.h RECITAL in BSU's Morrison Center
..., /·Recital Hall. Featuring BSU
Woodwinds and Brass Chamber
Music. 7:30 p.m. $5 general, $3
seniors and free to BSU students, fac-
ulty and staff. 385-3980.
• EAST L.A.'S WILLIE
BARCEN at BSU Special Events
Bonc. 8 p.m. $6 coveror~~t}~ff#~py~~§IC AFIJ§~HOURS PARTY at Center. Latino comedian who finds
wearing a Funny Bon~T,,~hirL~~~r Dr~~m~~!~pr.Tribal Night for all humor through stereotypes. $3 or 3
21 and over. 8th Str~~tMarkp.t~I~<:~; ·ages;~~t<:r Hours Party midnight-5 cans of food for general admission and
331-BONE.»».· ·>~;m.{or 18 and over only with $4 $1 or I can of food for BSU students,
..... ~EDSTONE~t~Mrty's:9 p.m./ cover. 1015 W. Main. 345-4196. faculty and staff. Food to be donated
;>Nocovcr. Ages 21al1doy~r. 5467/ to Idaho Food Bank. Sponsored by
GI:n~~ric~J:~O~~OCH.~Mk~at Sunday 3rd SP~(lPEN_MIC NIGHT at The
Blue's Bouquct. No cover. Ages 21 Funny Bone. 8 p.m. Call for details.
and over. IOlOMain.345~(i605. • CHRISTMAS CONCERT in 8th Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• LOCALUNDERGR.OUND at BSU's Morrison Center Main Hall. • REDSTONE,at Shorty's. 9 p.m.
Grainey's BaselllcnL9:45 p.m. Ages Presented by BSU music department. No cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467
2J andover.lO? S. 6th. 345-2955. $5 general, $3 seniors and free for Glenwood. 323-0555.
• RAMBLERS at Tom Grainey;s. ages under 18. BSU students, faculty
9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and over. 6th and
.Mairi.345-2505.
Monday 4th
• MARGARET SIMPSON at
Friday 1st
• SARA WILLIAMS AND COL·
LEAGUES at BSU's Morrison Center
Recital Hall. Faculty Artists Series,
flute. 7:30 p.m. $5 general, $3 seniors
and free to BSU students, faculty and
staff. 385-3980 .
• BSU UNPLUGGED in BSU's
SUB. Featuring Eric Engerbreton,
acoustic. Sponsored by SPB. 7:30 p.m .
Free. All ages. 385-3655.
• PRETTY IN PINK film in
BSU's Special Events Center.
Sponsored by SPB and International
Students Association. II p.m. $2 gen-
eral. $1 BSU students, faculty and
staff. 385-3655.
• BILLY BRAUN at Hannah's.
Free Friday After Work Concert
Series. 5:30·7:30 p.m. Ages 21 and
Deck the Halls with the Boise State University Music Departme~t at this year's Christmas
concert on Sunday, Dec 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Morrison Center Main Hall.
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Toy Sfory:Not iust for kids
byMichele Trowell
Staff Writer
and reassembling toys in his bedroom.
While entrapped in Sid's bedroom, B'uzz discov-
ers he.is not a real space ranger, and with Woody's -
help and encouragement, learns his true value 'as a
toy. Together this unlikely duo
form a genuine friendship
.and learn that only
through mutual
trust and respect
do they have
any chance'
of survival.
In true
Disney
style,
superb
attention
to detail is
demonstrat-
ed in this film.
For example,
Andy's room con-
trasts with Sid's.
Andy's is lighter in color, a
safe environment with warm colors.
His bed has a comfortable blanket and is made.
Sid's room is dark, without much light. Toys stay
under the bed or in the dark shadows. Sid's bed is
rusty, squeaks and is not made. Almost everything
about his room is scary, right down to the mutant
toys. This contrast in set design heightens the con-
trast of the two children and how toys are treated.
Randy Newman created three original songs for
the film as well as the underscore. Songs which he
wrote and performed are: "You've Got a Friend in
Me," "Strange Things" and "I Will Go Sailing No
More." Unlike traditional Disney animated musicals
where characters break into song, the tunes play over
the action, to support the emotional moments of the
film.
For a delightfully wonderful 77 minutes of
escape, I recommend Toy Story. Whether you have
children or consider yourself a kid at heart, this is a
movie anyone who ever had toys will enjoy. '
Furthermore, Disney has created a holiday attraction
in Hollywood that features and revolves around Toy
Story.
If a trip to Hollywood is in your holiday plans
you might have fun at "Totally Toy Story," a new
kind of moviegoing experience. First you will see
Toy Story at the historic El Capitan Theatre in
Hollywood. After the film, audiences move next door
to experience Disney's "Toy Story Funhouse" which
features seven incredible rooms of fun, fantasy games
and live entertainment for the whole family.
The attraction opened Nov. 22 and will run
through Monday, January 1, 1996. To purchase tick- '
ets call 1-800-D1SNEY6.
Disney's newest full-length animated
cartoon, Toy Story, opened to
audiences Nov. 22. Because'
the film is the first full-
~en~fr~l:i::;~;~ted ~o~
the use of com-
purer anima-
tion, the film ,
is a land-
mark ani-
mated
motion pic-
ture.
Academy
Award-winning
director John
Lassetor conceived
and directed Toy Story,
which took four years to
make. Producers include Ralph
Guggenheim and Bonnie Arnold.
Acclaimed songwriter Randy Newman wrote and per-
formed the film's three original songs and composed
it's rich underscore.
Wanting to see firsthand what all the hype was
about, I ventured to the nearest Cineplex Odeon
Theater with my three-year-old and his uncle. My son
was captivated and enthralled throughout the movie's
entirety. Once the movie ended he said his favorite
character was Woody. My 20-year-old brother con-
fessed il is not a movie he would have sough I out
with his buddies, but he enjoyed it.
Parents will enjoy sitting through this film with
their children. The lighthearted humor and the sarcas-
tic, witty characters arc entertaining to watch. Exiting
the theater I began to wonder what my child's toys
would say about him and the way he treats them.
A star-studded cast provides the voices behind
the animated characters. Each star adds a spark of his
personality to his character, giving a wide variety of
egos and emotions.
Toy Story is set in a world where toys have lives
of their own when people arc not present.
Moviegoers are taken on a fun-filled journey viewed
mostly through the eyes of two rival toys: Woody
(Tom Hanks), a pull-string talking cowboy and Buzz
Light year (Tim Allen), a superhero space action-fig-
ure.
The movie begins with a birthday party for
Andy, the six-year-old owner of the menagerie of
toys. Buzz is a toy given 10 Andy, and quickly
becomes Woody's competition for Andy's affection.
Andy is moving to a new house in a new neighbor-
hood. The toys gear up to be his support and escape
during the transition.
Woody has always been Andy's favorite toy
prior to the arrival of Buzz. Much to Woody's cha-
grin, Buzz begins to monopolize all of Andy's atten-
tion and becomes an instant favorite with the other
toys: Slinky (Jim Varney); hot-tempered Mr. Potato
Head (Don Rickles); Rex the insecure dinosaur
(Wallace Shawn); Hamm the pigheaded piggy bank
(John Ratzenberger); and Bo Peep (Annie Potts); the
beautiful figurine lamp.
Buzz's insistence that he is not a toy but a fear-
, less space ranger who has just landed on an alien
planet only makes Woody dislike him more.
Circumstances leave Woody and Buzz alone in
the outside world and into the hands of Sid, a sadistic
neighborhood kid who is notorious for dismembering
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Blue Rodeo/Nowhere to Here/ Discovery Records (Warner)
GOOD ENOUGH FOR GOVERNMENT WORK: Folky vocals, pedal steel and Dobro gui-
tar. Keyboard. Do you begin to get the picture'?
Decent lyrics, a la, I don't want to let you down. I wani our relationship to succeed type
lyrics: "Oh my I can't help wondering why I blew it again/l let you down/I watched your tears
come splashing on the ground/all my life I feel like I've been blind/but the moments that
shine/are so hard to find." .
Shades of John Denver, but not so pop. The darker songs arc the more interesting ones. The
instrumentals grow on you. This is better than the average effort in this genre.
Nuffsaid. You'll either like it, or you won't. This is the band's fifth album, and they're
comfortable with each other. It's competent and pleasant, if a little short of inspired.
by Dan Morris
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
JT The Bigga Figga/Dwe/lill' /11 Tha Labb/Get Low Records (Priority)
FAIR: It's difficult for me to speak negatively about ~~£musk because I have been so
moved by it in the past. But, I have to wonder-who stole the soul'?
What happened to the blood red, heart felt, wave of inner-city expression that had so much
power'? \I seems that since the days of groups like Public Enemy, Icc T, NWA, Icc Cube, De La
Soul, Too Short, LL Cool J, Eric Band Rakirn, and Run DMC, among others, Rap has lost its
essence. Maybe it's that it has all been said and there needs to be a newly found expression.
JT The Bigga Figga's new CD is actually good compared to what's out there today. It's your
basic Rap-Funk that has, at the least, something to say: But, it is no different from what all rap
lovers have already heard. This leaves the listener waiting for that certain inspiration forever.
On a positive note, JT can be well respected from the fact that he produced, managed, wrote,
engineered, programmed, and created the entire album. by Chris Eaton-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Passengers/Origilla/ Soundtracks lllsiand Records
GOOD: This is definitely New Age music. The computer age has risen to new heights in
this very powerful, tranquilizing album.
It is a compilation CD of songs from movies all around the world. With music from movies
from Japan, Hungary, Germany, South Africa, England, and of course the U.S., it proves to be
very artistically worthy.
The album was created by Brian Eno, Bono, Adam Clayton, The Edge, Larry Mullin, JNR,
and features Luciano Pavarotti, Howie B, and Holl, Obviously not lacking talent, it is a great
album to study to. It sooths as it mesmerizes and has an excellent variety of languages, sounds,
and feelings. by Chris Eaton
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
JRZ System/JRZ System/NoVox Music Inc.
GOOD: These three guys could best be compared to Joe Satriani and the new-wave '90s
speed-surf music. They have an excellent, clean, rippin' sound and very healthy, advanced gui-
tar.
JRZ is professional and nothing short of perfection in talent. They have a super-rock sound.
However, I couldn't put them in that excellent category and say, "Buy it!" because I wouldn't.
A\lhough it's good, it can only be taken one song at a time. That is to say that it's monotonous,
repetitive, and, at times, annoying. by Chris Eaton
---------------------------------------------------------------~-------
.. AC/DC/Ball Breaker/East West Records
FAIR: Just as one could expect from these ancient white-trash rockers; An excellent produc-
tion of cheap rock 'n' roll that targets an age group from 10 to, let's say, thirteen.
They even go so far as to add severely profound lyrics such as, "Hard as a rock/harder than
a rock/hard as a rock/harder than a rock." And this symbolism is even further enhanced in order
to enlighten us to its meaning when they add, "Hell elevator/I'Il sec you later/no I ain't gonna
take it/I'm bustin' out/hard as a rock."
Yes, AC/DC is back, in our faces, on the' radio, on TV, and forever in our minds. It haunts
us, it teases us, it preys upon our intellect.
And, we arc left wondering why, who, and how'? How did they become so popular'? Who
listens to them'? Why docs the music industry sell its soul tothis artisic death'?
The fact is that I could talk trash all day about AC/DC and it would not matter. They will
sell millions nevertheless. Their prey is the young-that time of rebellious teenage angst in
which music only requires resistence to be worthy. In this, AC/DC will always be succes'sful,
because they are bad, bad, Bad. by Chris Eaton
-------------------------------------------------------------~---------
ErasurelErasure/Elektra
GOOD: Except for the few dance mixes that are necessary for my OJ collection, I have
always considered Erasure to be a little too bee-hop-goofy for me.
Their new CD, however, is definitely not yet worthy of the trash pile. It's pretty good.
Even with all my resistance to their corny sound, I couldn't reject professional melody and rea-
sonable dance tracks.
I was even impressed by the addition of the London Community Gospel Choir on the songs
"Rock Me Gently" and "Stay With tde."
If you've liked Erasure in the past, you will not be disappointed with this new release.
by Chris Eaton
--------~---------------------~----------------------------------------
Julian Cope/20 Mothers/American
GOOD: 20 Mothers and Hell and Mash. Something heavy, something light. Life, death and whatever
else. It's a slap in the face I\f the old Christianity, but a light in the face of the new age of values.
Although I must admil ihat it was really hard to mash to music telling me that "The Pope is the holy
ass of God," and that "One day the gods came calling," but I did, and everything came out ok.
The whole idea of the CD is that it's an "album of love songs, devotional songs, and surrender
songs--things for anyone and everyone who can still FEEL something," said 71/CArch-D, from Wessex,
England.
In any case, if you like a throwback in the so-called realism of pre-dawn religion, you'll like this CD.
by Mary Ann Peck
Bif NakedllJifTNaked/ Her Royal Majesty's Records
(TKO)
GOOD: A Barbra Steisand-sounding balladeer for the '90s,
Bif Naked draws on her multl-varicd life experiences to pro-
duce a debut album Ihat defies uniform categorization.
A love child of two private school teenagers in New
Delhi, she joined the endless ranks of unwanted babies in India.
But she beat the odds and was adopted by an American mis-
sionary family. By an indirect route of Lexington, Kentucky,
Winnipeg, Manitoba and several musical experiments she once
found herself on-stage doing a combination of rap and Doris
Day songs while fronting a band consisting of 10 conga players
belling out hippie rhythms.
Her vibrant vocals dominate the album, ranging from a
hard dirty sound to melodic ballads.
This seems to be a get-to-know-me album; each of the 11 tracks has a totally different mood and
style.
After fronting for the Canadian bands Jungle Milk, Gorilla Gorilla and The G-Force Guitar Band,
she released this album of her own tunes with A&M records in Canada late last year; this American
release will be available in January. by Dan Morris
Black Grape/lt's Great When You're Strait
YeahlRadioactivc Records
EXCELLENT: The funky dope dance shit
is back in a big way. It's classic hip-hop
grooves Ihat sound like a mix of Arrested
Development, The Farm and E.M.F.
The first track, "Reverend Black Grape,"
is a disco OJ's wet dream. It ignites with stu-
pid, crazy beals, keenly incorporated rcverbcd
guitar and harmonica, and fashionable vocals.
After sorting Ihrough all the bland. apa-
thetic grunge crap that I'm asked to review.
Ihis CD became an oasis in a desert of music
bliss. It gives credit 10 a new music generation that can blend computer enhancement with real instru-
ments. ,
This is my favorite type of music, because it is able to use all facets of modern technology and, at
the same time, not sound cheap. It is uplifting, hip, cool and worth every penny. by Chris Eaton
Step Righi Up/The Songs of Tom
Waits/Manifesto Records « «.
i,',:-·--:·'
EXCELLENT: It's strange mellow-
drama, smooth songs, strong new age
rock 'n' roll, and a little funk and coun-
try. This CD could be described as con-
taining everything from Willie Nelson to
the Rarnoncs.
It's a compilation CD with perfor-
mances from 10,000 Maniacs, Violent
Femmes, Tinder Slicks, Drugstore, and
Pale Saints, to name a few. Being a very
mood-swinging album, it resembles the
likes of Ihe Natural Born Killers sound-
track,
This album is by far the best I've
ever reviewed. With ~very song, I had one of two facial expressions: a smile of satisfaction or an
impressed, pensive stare,
Reminiscing. I recalled my psychedelic days. And lthought that with the intensity of Ihis music,
combined with a mind·altering substance, my mind would probably explode from euphoria. This CD is
awesome and very much worth the buy. by Chris Eatoa
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Basketball begins with excitement.
byMichelle Schwend
Sports Editor
Unless you've been living in the dark ages, you
know by now that there is a new men's basketball head
coach at BSU. Long-time assistant Rod Jensen took
over the position from then head coach Bobby Dye on
August 17.
On the day he was hired he said he knew this new-
found position was going to be exciting.
'" hope to go out in the community," Jensen said. "I
hope to sell Boise State. I want to see 12,000 people in
[the BSU Pavillion] going crazy."
That is the goal he's still shooting for. Since then he
has said he also wants to sell the basketball team to the
students of BSU.
"If Boise State got the support of the students, the
Pavillion would practically be sold out every night,"
Jensen said.
"There seems to be a couple of people that can get
an entire area or section fired up. If I could just find the
right couple of people to just set that area in action, in
motion, I think it would catch on."
To help with this process, at every home game one
BSU student ticket stub will be randomly selected and
that student, along with a friend, will be given front-row
seats at that night's game. Along with that, student and
guest will receive t-shirts, ice-cream and programs.
Anita Palacio, director of promotions in the athletic
department, is also working on' Coaches' Corner in the
SUB. No details are final but Jensen and women's head
coach June Daugherty would be in the Student Union
one day a week for one hour to answer any questions
about the 1995 teams.
Jensen has also opened every Wednesday practice to
the students of BSU. All you have to do is bring your
student ID to entrance 3 of the Pavillion on
Wednesdays from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. to watch the
making of an exciting season.
"We wanted our students to get a feel of what our
guys are about, what the programs about and let them
know that we'd really like to have them involved in
everything we do," Jensen said.
'-.
"He [Jensen] is a good guy," Palacio said. "He'll get
really fired up."
Unlike the football stadium, the student section in
the Pavillion is set up so the students can be very
involved. The section holds ?? seats and is located right
beside the Bronco pep band and ManeLine Dancers.
You may think the first thing the players notice
when they walk into the arena is the opposing team but
it's not.
"I remember when we had·12,000 people in the
stands," said women's basketball guard Michelle
Schultz. "That alone gets you fired up more than any-
thing."
"I think the best thing we can do is to try and put the
best basketball team possible out on the floor, That
takes a lot of time and we
probably can't do
everything
we like," Jensen said. "We want to make this kind of a
family affair between students, faculty and the basket-
ball program."
The excitement of the crowd's applause pulls players
onto the court. Gerry Washington wouldn't be dancing
after every shot he makes unless he was doing it for the
benefit of the people in the scats.
"It's the excitement of college basketball. We want
to be the best at what we do; we want the fans to be the
best at what they do," Jensen said." We just want the
total package that we can compete with anybody across
the country,"
The men's basketball home opener is Dec. 7 against
University of Colorado (Colorado Springs) and the
women's is Dec. 8 against Washington State
University. The students of BSU need to come to the
Pavilion and support their teams because the team can't
do anything without you.
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Bader and "Schultz lead
. . .
'Bronco" sluestorm'
byMichelle Schwend
Sports Editor
If you looked at Trisha Bader and Michelle Schultz five years ago, you might have seen them passing a glare to each
other on the court, rather than the ball.
For reasonsonly known to them, they hated each other. But now as they approach their last season as Broncos, all that
has changed and they can look back at those days and laugh.
"Once you get to know Michelle, she's a little easier to handle," Bader said.
The hatred didn't come from being basketball rivals because Schultz came
from Post Falls, about ten miles north of Coeur d' Alene, and Bader graduat-
ed from Roaring Fork High School in Carbondale, .Colo.
Schultz liked what she saw in the coaching staff at Boise State and
knew that they were going to take the program as far as it would let
them.
"I wanted to be a part of it," Schultz said. "I liked the
community and the crowd support they got."
The coaches aren't the only ones gaining
recognition for the BSU program; Schultz
herself has received the 1995 Big Sky
Regular Season Most Valuable Player
and a Kodak All-American Honorable
Mention.
In high school, Bader and Schultz
shared common interests, participating in
volleyball, track and basketball. But basket-
ball was what they both loved.
"It was what 1was more dedicated to,"
Bader said. "Plus, it's a rill easier to go out
and shoot hoops by yourself than go out and
do a couple 400s or set to yourself."
In high school, Bader received the
Stein mark Award, which is the highest honor
in Colorado for academics, athletics and citi-
zenship. She played in all 29 games in her
first season as a Bronco and was named to the
All-Academic Big Sky team.
After taking her basketball career to new
heights in three seasons at BSU, Bader injured
her left knee after three games in last year's season.
With surgery and a nine-month recovery period ahead
of her, she red-shirted the rest of the season and
watched from the sidelines as the team landed a second-
place finish at the Big Sky Tournament.
.But when Bader comes to practice, she' doesn't think .
about last year because everything that didn't happen is a
distant memory. She thinks about nothi'itgJ>{tbasketball, bas-
ketball, basketball when she steps into the ~,na.
"I'm happy to be playing 'cause I'm back, Bader said. '"
try not to think about the long run and take it one day' at a time
and be appreciative of what I have." T • h B d
Bader felt the pressure in their first exhibition game on Nov. 10 rls a a er
against the Portland Saints since it was the first time she had played in
a year. The Broncos came out with a 65-56 letdown, with Bader play-
ing 22 minutes for five points and one steal. .
. ':~ur first game was ~eal.ly disappoin~ing, and we realize we have a long ways to go," Bader said. "We've got a lot of
individual talent but we re Just not playing together yet as a team." • ·.t ...
"I think we need to try and have more fun. We're putting so much pressure on it that we're forgetting the fun part"
Bader said. '
Helping them play together as a team means having their own superstitions about game days. Schultz uscd to rub her
coach's son 's.head before every game, but when she looked for him at their first exhibition game, he wasn't around and
Schultz shot only eight for 24.
"That was problem No.1," Schultz said, laughing. "That was probably why I shot eight for 24."
As for the season loo.ming ahead of them, they're both pretty confident. They set their own goals for personal achieve-
ment, and the team ~as l.tSgoals. But one goal they a.lI share is for certain-the Big Sky Championship.
They have made It this far though, and-are preparing for graduation in the spring after five years of being Broncos
Shultz is finishing up her physical education major and Bader is only two classes shy of her criminal justice dcg e .
"Right now I'm going out to have fun and get my confidence back, and when I do that, I think I can help my team-
mates more," Bader said. "Your heart is what's going to win a game."
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Ta withJD Huleen€I
,willing to sacrifice a lot because we know how much
harder ,,:,e have to work to make this a successful pro-
gram t~IS year. We did recruit a lot of good guys, a lot
of quality people-a lot guys who aren't prima donnas
and aren't looking out for only themselves. We have a
really unselfish team. If you look at our games, we
have a lot of assists and we really haven't had a lot of
assists in the past. It's exciting to see that."
by Michelle Schwend
Sports Editor .
If you're. wondering what to get JD Huleen for
Christmas, I've got your answer: gum. I'm not sure if
that's all he wants but Ido know that one of these days,
he'll get tired of continually buying it for himself.
, Before every game, he stuffs two pieces of it into
his mouth and goes to warm-up. When the team goes
back into the locker room minutes before tip-off, he
gets rid of the old stuff and throws in two more.
One of only three returning players from last year's
squad, the 6'S" sophomore forward relics on that to get
him through each game.
But more than that, he has plenty of thoughts on
every aspect of Bronco basketball.
Returning players roles ....
"The new guys put so much less pressure on us. I '
think Phil, Steve and Ithought we had to come in here
and do everything. I am so impressed by all the new
players, At first it was a little bit hard getting used to
each other but now that we are used to each other, I'm
really impressed with the quality of players that we
have. Each guy has a great skill and if we're able to
take those skills and mold them together, then I think
we'll have a great team."
On Coach Jensen ....
"I had a really good' relationship with Coach Dye
and I was able to take that relationship and mold in into
a relationship with Coach J. Ihad a good head coach-
player relationship with coach Dye and Ihad a good
assistant coach-player relationship with Coach J last
year. But now I'm able to transfer that into the head
coach-player relationship."
"There is a little bit of a difference there, Assistant
coaches seem to be a little bit more in-tune with what is
going on off the court. Coach J is as in-tunc with your
affairs off the court than he ever was. lie's such a moti-
vator. We all want to go to class and get our studies
done before we come to practice because we know how
impnrlant it is to him and to us,"
Your offerings to the team ....
"I think I bring in a little bit of motivation for every-
body. I think they're all able to feed off of the things 1
do and the things Isayan the court. I'm pretty vocal.
Usually I'm pretty positive but when Ido have some-
thing negative to say, it's usually out of frustration. I
think I'm able to bring in a little hit of tenacity when
we're playing in a big possession. That's the time that
I'm going to he really intense and lthink I'm able to
get the guys to be that intense too,"
On the two l'xhihitilll\ ~ames ....
"( think we did have good chemistry at the lirst
game hut I dou't rhink we were prepared, We needed
another week or practice, We were trying 10get this
(cam t(lgethcr. It just came too early, We realized out
mistakes alld we came back 10 praclice alld wcrv ahlc
t(l work Oil those Ihings and really go for it in the sec-
ond game."
On this year's Uroncos ....
"I think this team needs to work harder than any
,he'!' team I've ever played Oil because we don 't have
';1\' supreme athletic ahility that other Divisil1ll I pro-
cr.nns have around the country. If we arc able to dn
that, to work as hard as we can, then we 'I! he able to
IHove something to ourselves ." thut nohody works
I harder than us." 011 lIIo\'illg to till' Big "'l·S!. ...
"1 think the Big Sj..y is a grcat conference- I don't
think it gelS cnough credit for the teams that it docs rut
in the tourn~;lllenl. Gning to the Big Wcst is going to be
nice. Theil' \\ ill b,' an .urno-pbcrc llf hig-time basket-
b;i11and (''''teh.l ~n,,\\S thaI. lie's preparing guys this
vcur lor nl·,1 year a~ \\c[1 as for the coming gamcs, It's
11<11S'lI11elhill).'I realh think ablllli a lot. Ithink more
.ibout this bein).' the /;1,1Yl'ar ill the Big Sky so I really
w.mt this team tn go slllllewhere and have a great end-
lilt!- season.011 losing last year's squad ....
"Since we did lose a lot of peoplc and since we have
a new coach and a new systcm. I think we're all veryL- ---:...-----------.,.----------------------" ,.
r----------------------·--------' ,
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tWO. cross country runners place-at nationals
couldn't match the moves of those
around her."
Originally from Dublin, Ireland,
Beirne came to Boise State in 1993.
"I wasn't to sure about it when I
came over first," Beirne said. "But I
love it."
She definitely seems to be loving it.
Beirne was Boise State's top runner in
every regular season meet this fall. She
set three top-five finishes and posted
personal best times on three different
occasions this fall. She also became
BSU's first Big Sky champion on Nov.
11.
"I'm delighted with the results. I
didn't expect to get the conference
champion," Beirne said. "But saying all
that, I was dying. That last mile hurt."
As a cross country season, it has
gone a lot beller than Beirne could ever
have imagined. Her best race through-
out the season, she felt, was the Oregon
Invitational, because it is tremendously
easier to run at sea level.
"The higher the altitude, the more
difficult the breathing. Crosscountry is
an aerobic sport; making the efforts
our people did at the Districl cost them
all bigtirnc. Everyone's immune system
took a pounding. Jose, like most of the
runners, got bronchitis. Niarnh had no
reserves to calion. But next year
should be beller for us."
District 7 meet and the NCAA champi-
onship. meet had been a nightmare.
Immediately following his qualifying
race in Salt Lake City, Uribe came
down with a bout of bronchitis so
severe he couldn't train until the Friday
before leaving for Ames. A week's reg-
imen of rest and antibiotics got him to
the line with his breathing under con-
trol, but he felt the enforced layoff
from training during the difficult mid-
race section.
"Jose got out well, as usual," Dilley
said. "He was doing everything right,
but at mid-race the people he'd run
with and beaten all year began to leave
him behind, and he couldn't respond
after fighting the bronchitis all week."
"It [the nationals] was a great expe-
rience, and it was a bummer that I got
sick," Uribe said.
Nonetheless, Uribe .guttcd out a mar-
velous effort to improve by four places
from last year.
would run home instead of flying if he
could. He says running occupies most
of his activities and thoughts.
"It's an addiction," Uribe said.
It's not just Uribe who recognizes
his own talent. Cross Country Sports
Information Director Brad Larrondo
said Uribe is like the Energizer bunny.
"He just keeps going and going,"
Larrondo said.
Uribe recorded four top-five finishes
during the regular fall season, including
a third-place finish at the 1995 Big Sky
Championships in Salt Lake City.
Uribe says his season hasn't been
going as he planned. He's been beaten
out of a few races-races that he says
he should have won. A teammate beat
in the first three races of the year.
"I was very frustrated, not in my
teammates, but at myself," Uribe said.
A year ago, junior cross country run-
ner Uribe placed 49th in the country at
the NCAA Cross Country
Championships. This year, he improved
his position by two, coming in 45th out
of 177 runners. He ran a time of 31
minutes ;56 seconds over the 10,000
meter course in Ames, Iowa on Nov.
20.
The course at Ames had a series of
strength-sapping hills in the middle of
each race, the kind of challenge usually
welcomed by Dilley's athletes. This
time, however, even the "tough-as-
nails" runners were affected by the ter-
rain.
For Uribe, the nine days betweenthe
byMichelle Schwend
Sports Editor
Jose Uribe
Junior cross country runner Jose
" Uribe planned on leaving.his junior col-
lege and heading for Auburn .
University. That was before Mike
Dilley accepted the head coaching job
at Boise State in 1994.
Uribe says he's glad now that he
chose to follow Dilley and come here
rather than Auburn.
"I love it here. I love that it's not a
university town," Uribe said. "The
town. was here before the university,
and I love that."
The Mexico City, Mexico native
Niamh Beirne
Junior runner Niarnh Beirne also
traveled to Ames for her first appear-
ance at the National meet. She ran to a
104th place finish, coming out with a
time of 18:33 over the 5,000 meter
course.
"Niarnh was just fine at the line-no
extreme nervousness, very much under
control and in focus," Dilley said.
"She'd had plenty of big meet experi-
ence a/l year and at the NCAA last
track season, but in the race she just
Editor's note: Brian Galls CUI/-
tributed 10 this story.
3 PlAYER IlASKETBALL
MENs
"a" W
I.Y.E. )
Rugrats 2
In Training 1
Laignes Hurricanes I
Steam Donkeys I
A Litlle Dribble 0
Partagas
6gers )
Lush Puckers 2
3 Amigos + 1 I
Pathigens 0
Maeanudo
Unibombers )
Bedke's Boys 2
Lucky Pierres I
OUches 0
Fuente-
Showtime "b" 3
Bills] 2
Hoop Screams 1
Triple Threat 0
Bolivar
Oh Damn 2
Showtime "c" 2
Mexican Voodoo 2
Physically Challenged 2
K Sigs I 1
K Sigs 2 I
Undecided 0
Cohiba
House of David )
MSG 2
Bung Hole 4 1
Toad Guys 0
Womens 3 ptayer basketball
Wonder Woman
A.K.A.'s 3
Blazers 2
Fly Girls 1
RSBS 0
. Batglrl
Swoops 2
w
2
2
o
L
I
1
)
L
o
1
1
1
2
:1
Loni and Ihe Fish
Pikers
Babs
VOLLEYBALL
Monday
Refriger Raiders
No Kings
TK Special
Too Old
Chichis
Bombers
4 0
3 1
2 3
2 )
2
4
4 0
3 I
2 2
1 )
0 4
Even though the volleyball season is officially over, the play-
ers are continuing to be recognized for
their performances in the Big Sky
Conference end-of-season awards.
Senior rniddlcblockcr, Jill Fleming
from Reardon, Wash., was named to the
All Big Sky Conference Volleyball
team on the second team. Junior outside
hitter Cyndi Neece, from Whittier,
Calif., made the ill I-conference honor-
able mention list and freshman outside
hitter Robin Phipps, from Ritzville,
Wash., received the league's top new-
comer award, along with two players Cyndi Neece
from other universities.
Fleming was one of the conference leaders in hitting percent-
age, service aces and blocking. Onfhe league's top-ten lists, she
finished ninth in hitting percentage (.284), sixth in service aces
(0.385 per game) and fifth in blocking (1.37 per game).
She was named the Big Sky Athlete of the Week in September
after leading the Broncos to two tournament championships
(Gonzaga and BSU) and taking home the MVP awards for those
two tournaments.
Neece was a conference leader in kills average and digs. She
finished sixth in kills (3.55 per game) and second in digs (3.25
per game). Neece was named the Big Sky Player of the Week in
October after the Broncos defeated Montana and Montana State
on the road. .
Phipps lead the season seventh in digs (2.R2 per game) .
o
I
2
3
.".
Thursday
o
J
2
3
Kabow
Red.Sand
Exit Only
Creative Crew
NASA,.,.
o
I
2
3 Playoffs
Basketball November 27-Dcccmher 6
Finals December 6
Womens 7:30
Mens "c" 8:15
Mens "b"9:00
Mens "a" 9:45
All Games in Main Gym
2
2
2
o
I
2
)
Volleyball November 27 and December 4
Semifinals and Finals December 4 8:30 and
9:30
All Games in Main Gyro
• 1..,-"
.......~ .tift'
-5••
o
I
2
3
Indoor Soccer November 27-December 5
Finals December 5 at 9:00
All games in auxiliary gym
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SPECIAL PACKARD BE.LL AND COMPAQ COMPUTERS AT SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
-.;;:. '. . , .
..""-)? Packard BelL 3D SURROUND' SOUND... . CO/YIPAQ
40 FREE
PRE-LoADED
SOFTWARE
TITLES
INCLUDING:
"WINDOWS 95
-NETSCAPE
-WORKS "QUICKEN
-ENCARTA 95
AND MANY MORE!
Software Manuals and
Discs No! Included
MINITOVVER
FORCE 862 PRESARIO 5528CDS29
PRE-LoADED
SOFTWARE
TITLES
FREE215900
Color Monitor IncludedColor Monitor Included
One Of The BiOJlest
Pre-Christmas Sales
Going On Nowl
EIItiJe sto:/':;ss.=sfr REELS . ~--~-D511 £OWPME.'
Examples Entire Stock SKI EQUIPMENT
RUGERSTAINLESS 10122 DB .22 CAL SEMI $17g99 15% 1110'/.Oft!
~~O:l~99 NOW 2001 Olf ATOMICVAR-Dl FAT SKI Examples $19g99
ENTIRE STOCK DAIWA HEARTLAND RODS $2710999 :;;S:::~~'~ ~~~~~~.~~;~ .. NOW $1~g99
R~G£~., P"Ba9~mmSEMI A~.~ ~A~~~~N.NOW R'J(l. $365.00 ·········,···· .NOW. $8g99
Reg. ~3::•.9~ ... .., ~ALOMON SX43 SKI BOOTSQiJ)ftII1 SPOBft I R". $'''.00 .•••• 0 •••• NOW
Entire Slock BASEBALL/SOmALIa IlTrS & OTS SKI CLOTHING
At Big League SaviDgs!! . EmBE S'fOC1 SKIWEAR & GLOVES
Examples 15% IIWI.OFF
BADEN SYN. LEATHER INDOORlOUTDOOR Sl g99 Examples· .
BASKETBALL MEN'S &LADIES' NOW' E~lireStock '. '$1,1 IJ 99
Reg $27.99 , , COLUMBIA MEN'S & LADIES' BUGABOOS ''1 ..' .
ARACHNID ClASSIC DARlS SOFT·TIP DART $999~~JAiii~ Sii Biss'" NOW . $IJ9g,9
- BOARD . NOW MfN'S , LADIES' . 'I. . .~~~~6~:nw~~iSYSni'~MDEO $1299 ~iifs'$70.00 ~o::$39g9
Reg. $17.99 NOW Reg. $50.00 NOW 39
UFmMEQUICI",ADJ. WORlO CUSS POlE $15999
, 1ACK80ARD SYSTEII . NOW
Reg .: $199.99 ••.•••.•.•.....••.••..
. • J I ~ I~' '; ~. : . ~,. H
Entire Stock TENTS, SLEEPING BAGS & PACKS
Reduced
Examples
SlUMBERJACK WOODLAND 10" CANVAS
SLEEPING BAG .
Compare at $79.99 NOW
SlUMBERJACK DEEP WOODS ·0"
SLEEPING BAG
Reg. $139.99 NOW
ENTIRE STOCK WATER SKI.
WET suns !r LIFE JACKEtS .. . . ... .NOW
Every RACKET & GOLFSET At Amazing Savings!!
SPAlDING "SMASHER" GRAPHITE WOODS $3999
MEN'S & LADlES' -e-
Rfrg. $59.99. .NOW $44 9
WILSON DOL63 GOLFBAGS (M?1V C,;!ms} 9
Reg. S7999. .., .. , ........ .. NOW
EKTElON RAGE RACKETBALL RACkET
EXPERT LEVEL HIGH MODULUS GRAPHITE S13999
FR~E .
Reg. S199.99.. . .NOW
WI.lSON, TSU-NA-MI GRAPHITE FUSED $2999 ~RACKETBALL RACKET
Reg. $49.99 , .. NOW
CAMPING
$4999
$7999
25% on
;;:..._,.c-- _ ... - ~."',...t"'t'?5i
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Wednesday, Nov. 29
4 p.m. - In Transition Women's
Support Group, sponsored by the
BSU Women's Center and the
Counseling Center, lasts until 5:30
p.m. at 1005 S. Michigan, the little red
building next to the Women's Center.
Free!
6-8 p.m. - Self-Esteem Building
Workshop. This is a small group
workshop sponsored by BSU
Counseling and Testing Center. Change
the way you look at yourself! To
attend, call 385-1601 or stop by in
advance, at the center, located on the
6th Floor of the Education Building in.
Friday, Dec. 1
7 p.m. - BGLAD meeting. SUB
Foote Room.
"01' C'.'~
<;({Al>l'ATE DEBT FREE
(many students qualify)
Bl'\, A 1I0\IE ~O'V!
pre!'nant?and need help.
...
FREE
Pregnancy test
Birthriwht
342-1898
All help is,confidential and free
1-800-550-4900
Buying a home can more than offset the cost
of your education over the next 1-5 years.
You can put thousands of dollars into your
pocket instead of your landlord's pocket. The
equitY you build can easily pay for your
education. Buying a home is easier than you
mInk.. Stop throwing away $$$ In rent cost.
Invest In your future today!
BRENT DILDINE
Realty One Centre
322-2700 or 853-3552
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ServicesEarn Extra Income
Ear n $200-$500 weekly
mailing travel brochures.
For information send a self-
addressed stamped enve-
lope to: Inc-1 , P.O. Box
1354, Miami, FL 33160-
1354.
individuals. Fast, easy, no
obligation. 1-800-862-
1982 ext, 33.
Employment
Ge ttingMarrie'd 1
Minister available to offici-
. ate. 343-8597.
International
Employment - Earn up to
$25-$45/hour teaching
basic conversa tional
English in Japan, Taiwan,
or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian lan-
guages required. For info.
call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
j59032.
Now Hiringl Exciting
new restaurant. Cashiers,
part-time help, and dish-
washers. Call 378-0909
between 9 and 11 a.m.
Merchandise
Financial AidVery Cool RevosGreen
oval lenses, brand new.
Must sell: $160. Reed 386-
5904/338-3834.
Attention All Students
Over $6 Billion in private
sector grants & scholar-
ships is now available. All
students are eligible. Let us
.help. For more info. call: 1-
800-263-6495 ext. F59031.
Cruise Ships Hiring
Earn up to $2,000+/month.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time posi-
tions. No experience neces-
sary. For info. call 1-206-
634-0468 ext. C59031.
Art collector with
interest. Oil paintings for
sale. Reasonable prices. Call
368-9904.
For Sale Single-sized
waterbed. Bookshelf head-
board, mattress in excellent
condition. $60.00 OBO.Call
331-2005, leave message.
Grants and
Scholarships are
Available. Billions of
dollars in grants.
Qualify immediately. 1-
8 00- 2 4 3- 2 4 3 5 (1- 80 0--
AID-2-HELP).
Housing
Money for college or
vocational school sim-
ply could not be easier.
You sign fully prepared
(laser printed) award
letters, stuff into fully
prepared envelopes
(stamps included) and
mail. Free recorded
message gives details.
1-800-684-8253, ext.
7453.
Earn $500 - $1000
weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details,
Rush $1.00 with SASE
to: GROUP FIVE, 57
Greentree Drive, Suite
307, Dover, DE 19901.
For Sale. 386 SX'.
Modem, printer, mouse
included. Windows 3.1,
DOS6.22, games already on
drive. Great for word pro-
cessing or spreadsheets.
$550. Call 375-5377
between 10:00 p.rn. and
midnight or between 10:00
a.m. and 1:00 p.rn.
Near BSUl House for
rent. 4 bedroom, 2 1/2
bath, $950 + $500 deposit.
1906' Potter. Metro
Management, 336-4200.
Ghost writers or co-
au thors with interest in
writing fields or creative
wri ting. Help with eight
books. 368-9904.
'GRADUATE FROM
HIGH SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH.~,,:,,_.. '.IJ;-•... J~'" . ,
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Look in the mirror.
You11see a young person
who could probably qual-
ify for high-tech training
in the U.S. Army.
Satellite communica-
tions ...avionics ...digital
systems ...computers ...
lasers ...fiber optics ...
The Army gives you a choice of over 50 specialty
skills on the cutting edge of today's tec~nology. Any
of them will give YQ!! a big edge on a bl!ght future.
Look in on your local Army RecrUlt~r and ask
about high-tech training for your future 10 today's
modern Army.
,-aOO.USA-ARMY
ARMY. BEALL YOU CAN BE:
Join the Army Reserve as a qualified LPN and earn over
$8,000 annually in pay and education benefits-all for part-time
work. Even better, you'll receive a $5,000 bonus and an accelerated
promotion. .
Think about it Then think about us. Then call:
800.23S-ARMY EXT.321
BEALL YOU CAN B~
ARMY RESERVE
' .....
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BeCause
all-riiqhters
arent always
spent in
the librar)l.
ECKANKAR
Religion of the light and
Sound of God, presents
a free public workshop
DREAMS--MORE
THAN SLEEP. . ._,
11:.: ~~v --,""~r--:'" . "If! '\
, t. '.: •.
It's everywhere
youwant to be:
Saturday, December 9th
10:00 arn-t :00 pm
BSU Student Union
Lookout RoomC VI•• USA. Inc 1999
BSUInternational Programs _
Summer, Semester, and Year-Long Programs 1996-1997 Scholarships
• Santiago, Chile and Heredia, Costa Rica
• San Sebastian and Bilbao, Spain
• Pau, France
• NSEP
$1,000
$3,000+
$1,000
$8,000-$16,000
• Victoria, Australia and Bangkok, Thailand
• Luneburg, Germany
• Turin, Italy
$6,000
$1.000
$1,000
For more information, please contact International Programs:
Phone: 385-3652
West Entrance of Albertsons Library, Rm. 104
:",~,...__ ...•-..- ..- ..".:-.;..:.. .._-
